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ABSTRACT
 
Flight Control Computer (FCC) 0104-I has been designated
 
the prime unit for the SA-210 launch vehicle. This report documents
 
the results of the Final Flight Simulation for FCC S/N 0104-I; these
 
results verify satisfactory implementation of the design release and
 
proper interfacing of the FCC with flight-type control sensor elements
 
and simulated thrust vector control system.
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The Saturn IB launch vehicle is a two-stage booster consisting of the S-IB
 
and S-IVB stages. Its purpose is to insert into Earth orbit an Apollo
 
Command and Service Module (CSM). The Instrument Unit (IU) and associated 
Control system components are located atop the S-IVB stage. 
Located within the IU, the Flight Control Computer (FCC) is responsible 
for controlling the flight path and providing vehicle stability during lift­
off, S-IB boost, S-IVB boost, and S-IVB coast. FCC S/N 0104-I has been 
designated the prime unit for the SA-210 launch vehicle - the vehicle which 
will fly the ASTP mission.
 
1.2 FINAL FLIGHT SIMULATION OF FCC S/N 0104-1 
1.2.1 Purpose 
Final flight simulation is a comprehensive testing routine developed to 
verify satisfactory implementation of the FCC design release and proper 
interfacing of the FCC with flight-type control sensor elements and simulated 
thrust-vector control system. This testing routine is followed for each 
design implementation or design or component change in the FCC. 
1.2.2 Authorization
 
The checkout of FCC S/N 0104-1 was performed in accordance with IBM 
responsibilities as defined in Appendix 9 of Contract NAS8-14000. The Simu­
lation Laboratory tests were based on the "Final Flight Simulation Plan 
(AS-205 Control Computer Checkout Document)" submitted by MSFC (S&E-ASTR-FD) 
and specific tests agreed upon by S&E-ASTR-FD and IBM. The tests were pri­
marily directed to an assessment of the flightworthiness of the FCC from the
 




An FCC is subjected to a series of tests (simulation verification) to
 
determine what deviations, if any, exist between predicted and actual com­
puter performance. The following test requirement checkoff list was developed
 
for FCC S/N 0104-I:
 
" Static null, noise and null drift (S-IB and S-IVB) 
" Maximum noise characteristics with 28-volt power 
supply variations (S-IB and S-IVB) 
1-1
 
* Switchpoint utilization (S-IB and S-IVB) 
* G2 versus time (C.A.T. profile) (S-IB)
 
* Spacecraft, attitude error channel gain change (S-IB and 
S-IVB) 
* Gain, linearity, mixing and polarity (S-IB and S-IVB)
 
* Saturation (magnetic amplifier, S-IB; servo amplifier,
 
S-IVB) 
" Magnetic amplifier frequency responses (S-IB)
 
* Open-loop channel frequency responses (S-IB and S-IVB) 
* Channel common mode (S-IB and S-IVB) 
* Cross-axis coupling (S-IB and S-IVB) 
* Nyquist frequency responses and closed-loop transients: 
- S-IB T=O sec P/Y (Nyquist)
 
- S-IB T=80 sec P/Y (Nyquist and transient) 
- S-IB T= 120- sec P/Y (Nyquist and tranfsient)
 
- S-IB T=140.6 sec P/Y (Nyquist)
 
- S-IB T=O sec Roll (Nyquist and transient)
 
- S-IB T=140.6 sec Roll (Nyquist and transient) 
- S-IVB T=18. 9- sec PfY (Nyquist and transient)
 
- S-IVB T=200- sec P/Y (Nyquist and transient)
 
- S-IVB T=300 sec P/Y (Nyquist and transient)
 
* Wind transient response (S-IB) 
* Simulation Laboratory control sensor frequency responses 
" S-IVB APS system test: 
- Spatial amplifier deadband and polarity (IU and S/C) 
- Spatial amplifier operational characteristics: 
* On-time 
* Pulse width 
* Pulse frequency 
* Threshold and full-on 
- Channel time delay
 






This report is the collection of test results of the final Flight Simulation 
for FCC S/N 0104-I as outlined in the checkoff list. IBM testing began 19 
November 1974 and was completed 29 January 1975. The test data presented 
in this document was reviewed with MSFC (S&E-ASTR-FD) representatives on 
29 January 1975. 
1.4 CONCLUSIONS
 




* 	 A proper interface of the FCC with SA-210 flight-type 




* 	 An acceptable implementation of the design release was
 











FCC S/N 0104-I TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
S-IB STAGL 
TABULATION 
Table 2 outlines the results of the tests performed on FCC S/N 0104-1. The 
table serves as a ready guide to the following pertinent areas. 
* Location of the specific test results. 
* Statement as to whether IBM considers the FCC acceptable or unacceptable 
for flight. 
* Reference to the location of further analysis on a given test. 
Test Performed 	 Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Magnetic Amplifier Null and 2-7 	 Yes All magnetic amplifier null and null drift valuesNull and Drift (Power Supply D-1 were acceptable. The maximum null was +56 my in@28 vdc) the 4Y mag amp with the FCC on for 30 minutes and 
the C.A.T. @ 70 seconds (spare inverter). The 
worst case null drift over a 3-hour period was -83
 
mv in the 4Y mag amp with the C.A.T. @ 0 seconds 
(prime inverter). 
TABLE 2. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC S/N 0104-I, S-IB STAGE 
Test Performed Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Z 0 
Magnetic Amplifier Noise 
(Power Supply @ 28 vdc) 
2-7 
D-I 
Yes All magnetic amplifier noise levels were acceptable. 
The maximum noise characteristic was 20 mvp-p in the 
- 4Y mag amp with the FCC on for 30 and 210 minutes 
and the C.A.T. @ 70 seconds (prime and spare 
inverters). 
O Magnetic Amplifier Noise with 
28-volt Power Supply 
Variation 
C-1 Yes Magnetic amplifier noise caused by 28-volt power 
supply variations was within acceptable limits. 
The maximum noise characteristic was 58 mvp-p in 
ItheYmag amp with a 24.200 vdc power supply settin 
and the C.A.T. @ 70 seconds (spare inverter). 
Channel Cross Coupling 2-i1 Yes Cross coupled signals were within the 125 mvp-p 
guideline at all test frequencies with attitude 
error inputs; the worst case was 61 mvp-p with a 
,pp input coupling into the 4Y mag amp. No cross 
coupled signals were observed with attitude rate 
Nand lateral acceleration inputs. 
Channel Common Mode 2-17 Yes Prominent common mode signals exceeding the 380 
mvp-p guideline were present with the following 
input signals: 
* p - 468 mvp-p at 15 Hz in the IP mag amp 
* Op - 455 mvp-p at 20 Hz in the 4P mag amp 
* @y - 520 mvp-p at 15 Hz in the 1Y mag amp 
* i'y - 490 mvp-p at 15 Hz in the 4Y mag amp 
* 9p - 405 mvp-p at 30 Hz in the 1P mag amp 
* 'y - 453 mvp-p at 20 Hz in the 1Y mag amp 
* 7y - 415 mvp-p at 20 Hz in the 4Y mag amp 
This is considered an acceptable condition over the 
15 to 60 Hz range, since the expected TVC attenua­
tion is 20 db. Common mode signals were within 
acceptable limits with roll attitude error and 
pitch, yaw, and roll attitude rate input signals. 
TABLE 2. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC SIN 0104-1, S-IB STAGE 
(Cont'd) 
Test Performed Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Magnetic Amplifier Linearity 
and Signal Mixing 
2-27 Yes 
Magnetic Amplifier Linearity 
and Saturation 
Magnetic Amplifier Relative 
Polarities 







Switchpoint Utilization A-I Yes 
Spacecraft Control B-i Yes 
All magnetic amplifiers summed correctly and were
 
linear throughout the design operating range for
 
various levels of biased attitude errors or lateral
 




All magentic amplifiers saturated in excess of +12
 
ma when driven through the SFB winding with a ramp
 
input and were linear throughout the +12 ma range.
 
Polarity convention for each of the magentic ampli­
fiers was correct as determined from the Linearity/
 
Mixing plots and the Switchpoint Utilization plots.
 
The A0 , A1 , and G gains were all within the 4%
 
tolerance. Worst case deviations were:
 
* 	 A0 - +0.974% in the 4P mag amp with a Tr 
input at SP #0 
* 	 A1 - +0.865% in the 4Y mag amp with a $r
 
input at SP #2
 




Switchpoint gain changes were implemented correctly
 
when the relays were energized. Graphical repre­




The FCC honored the spacecraft attitude error inputs
 
in the S-IB burn mode, and the correct A gain
 




TABLE 2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC S/N 0104-I, S-IB STAGE 
(Cont'd) 
Test Performed Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Open-Loop Channel Frequency 2-50
 
Response Yes The responses taken were acceptable with minor de­
viations from theoretical values accounted for by:
 
* 	Magnetic amplifier peaking in frequency response
 
* 	 Rate gyro frequency response 
* 	 Inadequate calibration of the "signal analyzer" 
* 	 Noise 
Channel common mode 
A number of frequency responses deviated noticeably 
from theoretical at frequencies of 20 Hz and above.
 
The primary contributor to these deviations is chan­
nel common mode. In a system configuration, the
 
attenuation provided by the TVC system can be expec­




Magnetic Amplifier Open-Loop 2-149 N/A 	 The fb input windings were used to obtain frequenc
 
Frequency Response (Bode) 	 responses of the magnetic amplifiers; this informa­
tion was to be used in analyzing the channel open­
loop frequency responses. However, since no
 
correlation exists between the magnetic amplifier 
and channel open-loop frequency responses, the 
magnetic amplifier frequency responses are included
 
for information purposes only.
 
Nyquist Frequency Response 2-130 Yes 	 The Nyquist responses were acceptable. Deviations
 




" The Bode frequency responses
 
" The sensor frequency responses
 
Closed-Loop Transient 2-165 Yes Hardware (FCC in the loop) closely matched the total
 
Responses with a Step simulation runs. The transients with hardware in
 
Forcing Function the loop were well behaved in response to a 2-degree
 
step attitude error input.
 
TABLE 2. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC SIN 0104-I, S-IB STAGE 
(Cont'd) 
Test Performed Results 
(Page No.) 
Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
Closed-Loop Transient 
Response with Wind as 
Forcing Function 
a 
2-172 Yes Hardware runs closely matched the total simulation 
runs. The responses with hardware in the loop were 
well behaved. 
G2vs. Time 2-181 Yes The C.A.T. timing, gains, and relative polarities 
for each mag amp were correct. 
RG/CSP and Accelerometer 
Frequency Response (Bode) 
E-1 N/A Frequency responses for the Sim Lab RG/CSP subsystem 
and Control Accelerometers are included for informa­
tion purposes only. See Appendix E for additional 
comments. 




2.2.1 	 The results of the S-If Stage study are presented on the following pages.
 













SW. MSERVO AMP 
PT. MEASUREENT P 3P 4P ly ZY 3Y 4Y 
30 min. Noise (my p-p) 14 10 8 9 11 11 9 12 
210 min. Noise (my p-p) 14 10 9 9 11 10 8 14 
30 min. Null (mv) 
-15 +45 -1 +23 +6 +29 +18 +40 
210 rin. Null (my) -17 +16 +6 +16 -13 -18 +18 -43 
3 hr. Drift (my) -2 -29 +7 -7 -19 -47 0 -83 
30 main. Noise (mv p-p) 14 10 8 9 10 12 9 13 
1I0 min. Noise (mv p-p) 14 10 9 9 11 il 7 14 
2 30 min. Null (my) -15 +46 -1 +23 +6 +29 +13 +34 
Z10 mnA. Null (my) -17 +14 +6 +15 -t4 -19 +13 -46 
3 hr. Drift (my) -2 -32 +7 -8 -20 -48 0 -80 
30 rin. Noise (mvp-p) 14 8 8 8 9 10 8 12 
210 min. Noise (mvp-p) 12 10 9 9 10 11 7 10 
3 30 min. Null (my) -15 +46 
-1 +21 +3 +28 +10 +26 
210 min. Null (my) -15 +14 +6 +15 -15 -19 +9 -52 
3 hr. Drift (my) 0 -32 +7 -6 -18 -47 -1 -78 
Data Recorded: 1/6/75 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 Q ; signals recorded at J9 
telemetry output. 
(Z) Peripheral sensors powered off. 
(3) Specifications: 
* Null <_90 mv 
o Null drift< 135 mv over a 3-hour period. 
" Noise <100 my p-p for each servo amp and 60 my p-p 










C. 	A.T. @ 70 Seconds 
SERVO AMP 
PT. MEASUREMENT IP 2P 3P 4P IY ZY 3Y 4Y 
30 min. Noise (my p-p) 17 10 10 14 16 12 11 20 
210 min. Noise (my p-p) 18 11 11 12 15 12 9 20 
0 30 min. Null (mv) -14 +22 -2 +25 +12 +32 +24 +48 
210 min. Null (my) -15 +15 +5 +17 -7 -15 +23 -30 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -1 -7 +7 -8 -19 -47 -1 -78 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 17 10 9 14 16 12 11 20 
l10 min. Noise (mvp-p) 18 11 11 12 14 12 9 20 
2 30 min. Null (my) -14 +22 -2 +25 +11 +31 +18 +42 
?10 min. Null (mv) -15 +14 +5 +17 -8 -15 +19 -34 
3 hr. Drift (my) -1 -8 +7 -8 -19 -46 +1 -76 
30 min. Noise (my p-p) 17 10 9 14 16 12 11 20 
210 min. Noise (my p-p) 18 11 11 12 14 12 9 20 
3 30 min. Null (my) 
-14 +22 -2 +25 +10 +31 +16 +37 
210 min. Null (mv) -15 +14 +5 +17 -9 -15 +16 -38 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -1 -8 +7 -8 -19 -46 +0 -75 
Data Recorded: 1/6/75
 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 Q; 	signals recorded at J9 
telemetry output. 
(2) Peripheral sensors powered off. 
(3) Specifications: 
* 	 Null--< 90 mv 
* 	 Null drift< 135 rnv over a 3-hour period. 
o 	 Noise <S.100 my p-p for each servo amp and 60 my p-p 










C.A.T. @ 0 seconds 
SERVO AMPSW. MAE 
IT. EASUREMENT IP 2P 3P 4P lY ZY 3Y 4Y30 	min. Noise (my p-p) 14 10 8 9 12 10 9 16 
210 min. Noise (mv p-p) 13 10 8 9 11 10 8 14 
0 30 min. Null (my) -12 +45 +7 +22 +4 +38 +22 +40 
210 min. Null (my) -16 +11 +13 +13 -14 -11 +16 -37 
3 hr. Drift (my) -4 -34 +6 -9 -18 -49 -6 -77 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 14 8 8 9 1 10 9 15 
l0mmin. Noise (mv p-p) 13 10 8 9 11 10 14 
2 30 min. Null (mv) -12 +44 +7 +22 +2 +32 +17 +35 
Z10 min. Null (mv) -16 +10 +12 +13 -15 -13 +11 -42 
3 hr. Drift (rnv) -4 -34 +6 -9 -17 -50 -6 -7 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 13 8 8 8 11 10 8 12 
Z10 min. Noise (my p-p) 13 11 8 9 10 10 7 14 
3 30 	min. Null (my) -11 +44 +7 +22 +0 +13+37 +28 
210 nin. Null (mv) -16 +9 +12 +13 -17 -14 +8 -463 hr. Drift (my) -5 -33 +5 -9 -17 -51 -5 -74 
Data Recorded: 1/6/7 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 ; signals recorded at J9 
telemetry output. 
(2) Peripheral sensors powered off. 
(3) Specifications: 
* Null< 90 mv
 
" Null drifts 135 my over a 3-hour period.
 
" 	 Noise <100 my p-p for each servo amp and 60 nv p-p 
average for each axis at frequencies £S 30 Hz. 
IFCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 






C.A.T. @ 70 Seconds 
W. 	 SERVO AMPW. MEASUREMENT 
PT. M UI P ZP 3P 4P lY ZY 3Y 4Y 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 18 9 11 12 17 12 10 20 
I210 min. Noise (my p-p) 20 11 10 12 17 14 12 200 30 	min. Null (mv) -11 +45 +7 +24 +13 +20 +29 +56 
210 mnin. Null (mv) -15 +12 +14 +12 -5 -6 +24 -24 
3 hr. Drift (my) -4 -33 +7 -12 -18 -26 -5 -80 
30 min. Noise (my p-p) 18 8 11 12 17 12 10 20 
Z10 min. Noise (my p-p) 19 11 9 12 17 13 *l 20 
30 min. Null (my) -11 +44 +6 +24 +11 +18 +24 +49 
210 min. Null (my) -15 +11 +14 +12 -6 -7 +19 -29 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -4 -33 +8 -12 -17 -25 -5 -78 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 18 8 10 12 15 12 10 18 
210 min. Noise (mv p-p) 18 11 10 12 17 13 12 20 
3 30 min. Null (mv) -11 +44 +6 +24 +10 +18 +22 +45 
210 min. Null (my) -15 +11 +13 +12 -8 -7 +16 -33 
3 hr. Drift (my) -4 -33 +7 -12 -18 -25 -6 -78 
Data Recorded: 1/6/75 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 9; Signals recorded at J9 
telemetry output. 
(2) Peripheral sensors powered off. 
(3) Specifications: 
* 	 Null< 90 mv 
o 	 Null drifts 135 mv over a 3-hour period., 
e 	 Noise <S100 mv p-p for each servo amp and 60 mv p-p 





S.p. # 0 ,2, 3 
2-10 
CROSS COUPLING 
SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p)Driven: IP lY 2Y 3Y 4Y 
0. 0.06,0.8) 0. 9, 1.0, 00.0 0 0 0,
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
1.4, 1.5, 1 6 ) 
1. 7, 3 
5 2450 2 0 1 4 
6 2500 5 2 3 6 
7 2550 6 2 3 9 
10 2430 13 5 7 1715 2500 20 12 l0 28 
20 2500 30 14 10 45 
30 1270 31 24 7 43 
40 800 35 33 17 61 
50 930 48 34 24 52 
60 960 54 27 30 36 
Data Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 1000. 
(2) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(3) Maximum input signal: 
* = 10 v, = 12 v, or@ = 45 v. 
* Or whenAi = 12 ma or ngine = 7.5 deg. 
(4) Guideline: 
a Cross coupling :SZ5 mvp-p at mag amp. 






SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p)
 
FREQUENCY (Hz) Driven: 1Y IP 2P 3P 4P
 
t,0.05w 0. 0.6, 
0.68 0.9, 1.0, 0 0 0 1. l.I 1.2, 1.3, 
1.4, 1.5 ) 1.6, 
1.7, 3 
5 2500 2 0 0 2
 
6 2430 5 0 0 3
 
7 2400 5 2 2 5
 
10 2450 9 2 5 9
 
15 2400 19 3 7 16
 
20 2480 25 5 10 20
 
30 1060 27 5 9 22
 
40 788 34 3 12 28
 
50 904 33 1 12 28
 
60 920 23 5 7 23
 
Data Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100IQ. 
(Z) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(3) Maximum input signal: 
* = 10 v, = 12 v, or; = 45 v. 
e Or when Ai = 12 ma or ngne 7.5 deg. 
(4) Guideline: 









SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p)FREQUENCY (Hz) Driven: IP y ZY 3Y 4Y 
0.05, 0., 0.6p 
0.8, 0.9, 1, 
1.1, I.Z, 1.3, 
1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 










Date Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100n. 
(2) Cross coupled signal 	does not include noise. 
(3) Maximum input signal: 
e * = 10v,*= d v, or= 45 v. 
* 	 Or when Ai = 12 ma or 7.5 deg. 
Engine 
(4) Guideline: 









SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p) 
FREQUENCY (Hz) Driven: 1Y IP 2P 3P 4P 
0.05, 0.1, 0.6, 
0.8, 0.9, 1, 
1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 
1.4, 1.5, 1.6 






30, 40, 50, 
60 
Date Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = I00 . 
(Z) 	 Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(3) 	 Maximum input signal: 
S 	 =10v, *=12v, or= 45 v. 
Or when Ai = 1z ma ors 7.Sdeg.
Engine 
(4) 	 Guideline: 
a Cross coupling £125 mvp-p at mag amp. 






C.A.T. @ 70 Seconds 
SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p) 



















NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = I 00n. 
(2) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(3) Maximum input signal: 
* =10v,*=12v, or$=45v. 
* Or when Ai 12 ma or = 7.5 deg.
Engine 
(4) Guideline: 
a Cross coupling .__Z5 mvp-p at mag amp. 








C.A.T. @ 70 Seconds 
FREQUENCY (Hz) SERVO AMP OUTPUT Driven: 1Y iP ZP 
(rn p-p) 
3P 4P 
0.01,0.6, 0.06,o.8, 0.1,o.9, 
1, 1.1, l.Z, 
1.6, 1.7, 3, 











Mag amp output impedance = 1i00. 
Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
Maximum input signal: 
* = 10v,=12v, 





= 7.5 deg. 
(4) Guideline: 












SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p)FREQUENCY (Hz) iP 2P 3P 4P 
0.05 	 6 1 2 5 
0.1 	 7 2 2 6 
0.6 	 22 7 11 21 
0.8 	 29 9 12 28 
0.9 35 II 15 32 
1 38 II 16 33 
1.1 	 40 12 17 36 
1.2 	 45 10 18 38 
.3 46 11 20 42 
.4 54 11 22 46 
1.5 	 55 12 22 48 
1.6 56 13 23 52 
L7 62 14 24 54 
3 108 19 38 91 
5 173 33 66 150 
6.5 218 40 84 188 
7 230 42 88 200 
10 320 62 120 260 
15 468 94 170 380 
20 610 133 198 455 
30 790 200 248 550
 
40 880 183 320 650
 
50 870 166 340 660
 
60 860 152 340 640
 
Data Recorded: 12/10/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 . 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline; 
0 Common mode < 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 






FREQUENCY (Hz) SERVO AMP OUTPUT 
1Y ZY 
0.05 	 6 1 
0.1 	 6 3 
 3 7
 
0.6 	 27 10 
 11 26
 
0.8 	 36 13 
 13 34
 




1 40 16 
 16 
1.1 	 50 20 
 17 48
 
1.2 	 53 21 
 19 50 
1.3 	 58 22 
 20 54 
1.4 	 62 24 
 21 60 
1.5 	 66 26 
 23 62 
1.6 	 72 28 
 24 67 
1.7 	 72 29 
 26 71 
3 129 54 
 47 120 
1945 205 87 
 76 
6.5 264 113 
 95 250 
262 
360 
7 280 120 
 103 
10 365 155 
 143 













20 650 280 
 233 
30 820 362 
 283 
40 860 370 
 319 
50 860 362 
 325 
60 820 342 
 320 






Data Recorded: 12/10/74 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) 	 Guideline: 
S Common mode < 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
STAGE S-IBCHAN P Yaw 





























SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p) 
IP 2P 3P 4P 
0 0 0 0
 
0 0 0 1
 
1 0 1 3
 
2 1 3 4
 
2 3 4 9
 
4 3 7 13
 
5 4 8 14
 
6 5 8 15
 
9 6 11 20
 
11 7 12 22
 
19 15 20 30
 
30 23 31 46
 
48 40 34 41
 
39 29 22 23
 
38 25 11 19
 
34 Z3 1 20
 
Data Recorded: '12/10/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 fl. 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode 5 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC S/N 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 
CHAN 41 Roll 


























SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p) 
2YZ  3Y 4Y 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 2 
4 1 0 4 
10 2 0 8 
13 2 0 10 
16 2 1 12 
19 3 1 14 
22 4 2 16 
23 5 2 17 
27 9 3 18 
30 10 4 18 
32 14 4 20 
44 20 7 30 
48 21 8 33 
51 14 8 36 
Data Recorded: 12/10/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 Q. 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode - 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC S/N 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 








 5 2 3 4 
0.8 
 7 3 4 5 
0.9 
 7 3 4 7 
71 
 7 3 4 
1.1 
 8 3 4 7 
1.2 
 8 3 4 8 
1.3 
 11 4 4 8 
1.4 
 11 5 5 9 
1.5 
 11 5 5 9 
1.6 
 12 5 5 10 
1.7 
 12 6 5 10 
112 
 13 6. 5 
2.7 
 17 6 7 13 
163 
 15 4 9 
5 




 36 7 12 
10 
 48 B 14 
15 
 62 9 15 31 
20 
 86 16 18 44 
30 
 125 26 38 66 
40 
 155 24 64 100 
50 
 185 22 78 123 
60 
 205 25 90 140 




1 0 0 0 
2 1 0 1 
Data Recorded: 12/10/74
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance= 100 Qi. 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode < 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC S/N 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 







SERVO AMP OUTPUTFREQUENCY (Hz) 
ly 2Y 
0.05 0 0 
0.1 2 1 
0.6 6 3 
0.8 7 4 
0.9 8 5 
1 9 5 
1.1 9 5 
1.2 9 5 
1.3 10 5 
1.4 10 5 
1.5 11 5 
1.6 12 5 
1.7 12 5 
2 13 5 
2.7 22 13 
3 25 14 
5 33 19 
7 51 28 
10 60 32 
15 78 46 
20 108 60 
30 123 71 
40 145 72 
50 165 79 





























NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 Q. 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode < 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC SN 0104-1STAGE S-IB
CHAN Yaw 




SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p)
 
FREQUENCY (Hz) IP 2P 3 4P
 
0.05 0 0 0 0 
0.1 1 0 0 1 
0.6 2 1 2 2 
1 4 1 3 3 
3 4 3 5 6 
3.6 6 3 6 8 
5 7 6 6 10 
7 10 8 10 13 
10 18 12 12 15 
15 28 18 17 20 
20 42 23 27 28 
30 58 39 38 34 
40 48 32 28 26 
50 48 26 19 16 
60 50 23 11 2 
Data Recorded: 12/10/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance 100 Q. 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode 5 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 
CHAN $ Roll 




SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p) 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 1Y 2Y 3Y 4Y 
0.05 0 0 0 0 
0.1 1 0 0 0 
0.6 1 1 1 1 
1 3 1 1 1 
3 5 2 3 2 
3.6 5 2 3 3 
5 7 3 4 3 
7 10 4 5 4 
10 12 6 8 5 
15 13 9 14 4 
20 17 10 18 4 
30 13 22 22 6 
40 12 33 24 4 
50 11 37 26 8 
60 6 38 30 12 
Data Recorded: 12/10/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 Q. 
(Z) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode 5 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC S2N 0104-1STAGE S-IB 
CHAN $ Roll 





C. A.T. @ 70 SecondsI 
SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p)IP 2P 3P 4P 
0.01 10 10 10 7 
0.06 26 28 28 19
 
0.1 27 30 29 22
 
0.6 24 28 30 28
 
0.8 24 25 31 30
 
0.9 24 24 32 32 
1 23 22 32 33 
1.1 23 21 32 35 
1.2 24 20 35 37
 
1.3 25 19 35 U 
1.4 27 18 35 41
 
1.5 28 16 38 44 
1.6 29 15 37 44
 
1.7 30 15 37 46 
3 72 8 47 67 
6 150 16' 68 113
 
8 195 24 87 143 
10 235 30 100 165
 
15 300 41 125 203
 
20 355 60 138 230
 
30 405 83 135 230
 
40 385 69 148 225 
50 345 55 140 205 
60 280 42 113 178 
Data Recorded: 12/11/74 
NOTES: (1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 £. 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
* Common mode < 380 xnvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IB 




C.A.T. 	@ 70 Seconds 
SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p)FREQUENCY (Hz) 
ly ZY 3Y 4Y 
0.01 	 1 1 1 2 
0.06 	 2 3 3 5 
3 	 7
0.1 4 	 4 

0.6 	 18 9 9 19 
0.8 	 23 10 9 24
 
0.9 24 11 12 26
 
1 27 14 12 27
 
1.1 	 42 16 13 34
 
1.2 	 45 17 14 36
 
1.3 	 48 19 17 38
 
1.4 	 51 20 17 41
 
1.5 	 54 22 19 46
 
1.6 	 57 22 20 48
 
1.7 62 24 22 51
 
3 100 42 37 95
 
6 185 80 73 178
 
8 250 108 93 235
 
10 293 128 118 280
 
15 380 160 150 355
 
20 453 195 170 415
 
30 548 240 193 480
 
40 548 232 205 500
 
50 508 215 195 476
 
60 440 180 168 380
 
Data Recorded: 12/11/74 
(1) Mag amp output impedance = 100 0. NOTES: 
(2) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(3) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(4) Guideline: 
0 Common mode < 380 mvp-p at mag amp. 
FCC SIN 0104-1STAGE S -IB 
CHAN 'yYaw 
S. P. # 0 
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ORIGINAL PAG2 IS 
OF POOP, QUALITy 
RELATIVE POLARITYS-IB STACE 
POLARITY 
Servo SPUT Data L/M Data 
Channel .Amp SP 0 SP 2 SP3 SP 0 SP 2 SP 3 Theoretical 
iP/Y 	 iP + + + + +
 
ZP - - ­
3P - - - ­
4P + + + + + 
1y + + + + + 
Z + + + + + 
URoll 	 IP .... 
2P + + + + 	 + 
3P - ­
4P + + + + + 
IY + + + + + 21 - - -­
3Y + + + + + 
4Y - ­9piy 1P + + + + 	 + 
3P - - ­
4P + + + + + 
1Y + + A- + + 
ZY + + + + + 
3Y - - ­
4Y ..
 
Roll IP .... 
ZP + + + + 	 + 
3P - - ­
4P + + + + + 
Y + + + + +1 - - + 




NOTES: (1) Polarify of the Servo Amp outpuL for a positive input to the FCC; 
_nput and output are referenced at first pn minus (low pin low); 
I actuator retracts, - actuaLor extends. 
(2) 	 tPUT refers to "switch point utilization" test data; L/M refers 
to "linearity and mixing" test data. 
2-48 
STATIC GAINS (SIM LAB)
 
VEHICLE-AS-210 FCC S/N 1041 ....... ..
 
S-IB STAGE 
AO GAIN (DEG/DEG) ,Al GAIN (DEG/DEG/SEC) 
AXIS OUTPUT SP THEOR. ACTUAL PERCENT THEOR. ACTUAL PERCENT 
WINDING 0EV. DEV. 
P-Y iP 0 1.8493 1.8623 0.7069 1.6497 1.6564 0.4107 
P-Y IY 0 1.8493 1.8627 0.7272 1.6497 1.6612 0.7028 
P-Y 3P 0 1.8493 1.8614 0.6596--- t497 1.6561 -.­ 393-3 
P-Y 4Y 0 1.8493 1.8611 0.6393 1.6497 1.6613 0.7037 
P-Y 2P 2 1.0997 1.1044 0.4351 L.2992 1.3049 0.4403 
P-Y 3Y 2 1,0997 1.1031 0.31.LT7- 1.2 92 1.3079 0.62-
P-Y 4P 3 0.5498 0.5508 0.1903 0.6005 0.6056 0.8639 
P-Y 2Y 3 0.5498 0.5501 0.0640 0.6005 0.6048 0.7301 
ROLL 2P 0 0.2122 0.2140 0.8575 --­0.1980 0.1991 0.5575 
ROLL IY 0 0.2122 0.2140 0.8793 0.1980 0.1992 0.6433 
ROLL 4P 0 0.2122 (.2142 0.9737 0.1980 0.1993 0.6716 
ROLL 3Y 0 0JIZ- 0.2138 - _3 09a-, 0.1972 -r0.3940 
ROLL iP 2 0.1700 0.1713 0.7825 0.1202 0.1211 0.7910 
ROLL 2Y 2 0.1700 0.1711 0.6659 0.1202 0.1209 0.6579 
ROLL 3P 2 0.17(0 0.1713 0.7876 -­ 0Q.1202 .0.1210 0.740 L. 
ROLL 4Y 2 0.1700 0.1714 0.8822 0.1202 0.1212 0.8649 
G2 GAIN (DEG/M4/SEC2) Al GAIN (DE-G/DEG/SEC)
 




P-Y 2P 0 3.9655 4.0586 2.3493 1.6497 1.6569 0.4392
 
P-Y 2Y 0 3.9655 4.0540 2.2337 1.6497 1.6562 0.3990
 
P-Y 4P 0 3.9655 4.0636 2.4754 1.6497 1.6623 0.7640
 
P-Y 3Y 0 3.9655 4.0604 2.3955 1.6497 1.6596 0.6040
 
NOTES: 	 (1) allowable static gain deviation is ±4%
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33 50K&5  101K J J 
I -
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1-:7- *Approximate de resistance 
-240 of Magnetic Amplifier windings 











0.01 0.1 FREQUENCY (Hz.) 1.0 10.0 
A4-26 s-IB rCC VRIFY TZ0.1300 SECPITC) WaO SOtSJ 1 CSP 
S O.0 A-3 0.184-"oE 01 At 0.tS4grr 01 GR 0.0 
CI o.0 C2 0 756521E y) K3 0.2,17-l2E 02 K4 E0.3599E 01 
K5 0.111J'q) E 01 N7 3. K8 0.31TtOE 02 FLCG 9.10(3050C 02 
Im 0.537&)E 06 F14O 0.76 29E 08 SI 0.33048JE 04 THE 0.455qYE 04 
0
FA qtl'l-1'219C 1') ZETA 0.I1 05E 0! 1 FR YSr 0.Z0'JE OZ ZGY l.JfOQ'JE O 




0.109,11e 0t 0.'3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 '.' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHIF OEROPUNATOR
 
0.1OO,1E tit 0 17r0005 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0).10F)')E 01 0.8e460E-nZ 0.348S2E-02-0.40554E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.9 0." 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FlflOF 0EP CNNATOR
 
00 1 0'E2 -1.e44' 00 0.28859E-01 0.17132E-02 0.19465E-05 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
,OOF NIJ'RATCR 
.10r 10E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
a.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GOOF 	 DCONI NATOR
 
ot.t0'NEV 01 0.0 0.0
0 5)998E 0.498E 00 0.0 	 0.0 




0.101101E 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0.1. lqJE 01 0. 300lE-0i 0.12323E-02 0.25047E-04 0.16694E-06 0.573S5E-09 9.9Z92SC-12 
0.0 .I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.to01inE 	01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.$$ 	(AS) DENO'P4NATRI 
) 'U '1 C 1002-211 0.12323E-02 0.26,47-04 0.1049-fl0 0.57735E-09 0S2028E-1 




S-IB ORIGINAL PAGE is 
IT = 0.0 Sec. P-Y 
VEHICLE PARAMETERS 





NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-210, S-IB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
2-130
 

















2 6.647 013 6.2011C 04 1.2C03 04 3.0S4E 03 6.5743 04 .I1341C05 
Z3 I .1U0-ME-'1Z .,lflrI-02 1.00ge-02 I .oCVje.-0 1 .0'19E-32 I .0000E-02 
yo 1 .3431--1 -0.49ZSE-J2 -4. 781 -q2 13.9319t-Q;I 9431E-01 -1 1327E-131 
y FS 6.3464E-133 4.qON4E-03 6.8597E-03 -3.6244E-03 1 .6946E-02 -. A.545C.-0? 
yPP -1 .4935E-112 -Z.0791E-03 5.5334E-03 9.5693E-0l3 8 256?E-3 2.3832CE-02 
YA 6.588-E-12 -3. 7943E-02 -9.94iiE-l2 -1 tn'67E-D1 8.9332E-'13 -6. 4Z3C-12 
yRG -1.4935E-1a -2.0790E-03 5.5334E-03 9.5693E-03 8.2567E-C3 2.3832E-02 
OC ? a 9 10 21 12 
FUN 3.46NE ') 4,3430E 00 5.1040E 10 5.9840E 10 6.65l]E C0 6.9?1aE t0 
zm 6.4899E 034 ?.7.74E 04 Z.7414S 06 5.5968E 04 8.9156E 04 8.9086E 04 
ze3 I .0oQ'lle-I)3 1.00qoE-02 I .0099E-02 I nIFOE-02 I.110C-02 .00G0E-02 
yo 5.41')ZE-ql 7.361EC-02 -5.535g6-01 -2.219E-01 -7.5348E-01 -2.60IE-04 
ye 9.5311E-12 -5.1335E-12 -1.75q6E-1 -1.n634E-02 -9.6673E-032 2.0324E-92 
t 4.3397C-0Z 5.12416-na 53sCj 6.'je7tr-05 3.1921&-02 0.1937e-03 
YA 7.419')E-02 2.0433E--I 3.2503E-Ot 6.06061-02 3.84766-01 8 2494E-01 
yNG 4.33976-Ilz 5.1241E-02 5.3386E-02 6.0671E-03 3.19lE-OZ 6.2937E-03 
woe 13 14 15 16 17 IS 
mEN 7.5630E 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2H 1.8523E 05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
zo I .0nlIE-172 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
yB I.atzeE-1a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Vl's -2.591)6-02 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ypr I vl173E-oZ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
VA 1£.1l22-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yFRG I .2073E-032 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
50OS11t40 OATA 
WDE 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FF5 7.94976-fql 7.94976-Ql 6.5364E-1 4.2398E-01 6.0014E-01 9.92806-01 
Z5 3.25nne-l2 6.0-000rE-02 2.C00E-03 5.0000E-05 5.0006-02 5.00006-02 
FM 0.00006 02 1.14E q3 3.85oE q3 3.43'1E 03 1.2?JCE 04 1.3000E 03 
s -Z.0-2J3 O -Z.29566 00 -2.04546 00 -1.7945E 01 -1.1722E 01 -1.1272E 01 
FCC S/N oi04-X T = 0.0 Sec. P-Y 
STAGE S-IB VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
CHAN 4P 2Y 
AXIS Prca4, YAW 
S.P.# 0 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-210, S-IB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
2-131
 
0) J. 270, (Jo* 2830. c*rW)4riswag~ 'I~JnO 
-- 30061200 
2400 -- 6 







2NMNLCS, 2A-DAREORIGINA PAGE 
15 P0Oh QUALITY 
330 
,..+....WOs-'  s-as f , AIF,,,.,,s ,',' n5o0.,- , 000 2700 900_ o 9260 -- 20OO 7o+ 

















;w jun2 7 
240 0011400' 
. 20o o \0¢
 
220. S-In 2 T .e" 330*, 
13 0 *2c SN000- i3 0
 
- 2400 120 - 600
 
- - 2 0 0 , . ." 3 00 0

° 
re m 2 0 1100 260 0 O 270 70" 
STAGE/ S-IB IT= 0.0 Sec. P-Y 
CASN at -
CRAN ZY 6[MULA- T I OPEN AT ACTUATOR 
4XS Y. W L HARDWARE7 NOMINAL CASE 
S. P. 1 0 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-Z1 0,S-IB STAGE, PITCI AXIS DATA 
2-133 
C 
AS-206 S-ID FCC V RIFy 7=80.00 SICPITCH WO0 SLOSH WI CSP 
T o0.00000t 02 AD O.384930E 01 Al 0 364970E O G. 0.69218E-o 
Cs -0.,773990C D0 C2 , 0.954481n 00 K3 0.ZIesOOO 02 K4 0.1140E O 
K0 0.187690E-02 K7 0.10040E 0Z Ks 0.229000E 02 FLCG 0.17"54E 02 
F11 0.356570E 0o FOI, 0.736720E 08 SIG O.30480E 04 THE 0.45so0'1C 0d 
FA 0.900000E 0 ZETA 0 800000E 00 FRGY 0.200000E 02 ZRGY 0.7Og000E 00 




0.10000E 1110.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




O.OOE 01 0.17000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
P410 NLERAcA
 
0.1000D1 01 0.88438E-02 0.34082E-02-0.4054E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 
P.40F E044I4NATCIR 
0.I 000E 01 0.24540C 00 0.28059E-01 0.17132E-0Z 0.19468E-05 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GDDF NHRA TOR 
0.0100C 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
G00F 0c N£'lfATO
 
0.10000C 01 0 51014C 01 0.50004E 00 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0
 





t1.1000DE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WS3 (IS) DN041 NA T1o 
0.10.10D 01 0.630S0E-0± 0.12353E-02 0.26847E-04 0.18694E-06 0 5773SE-09 0.9292SE-12 
0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'S(AS) NLMERATON 
1.00E 0l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SS CAS) OCFJ.INATOR 
0.1000C Ot 0.63080E-01 0.12323E-02 0.26847E-04 0.16694E-06 0.57735-09 0.9292OE-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FCC SIN OJ04-T T = 80 Sec. P-Y 
STAGE S-1B VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
CHAN 1A YV 









AS-ROO 5-* FCC VCRIFT 700.00 .ZCPITC. W'O StO* WIf CSP 
POCNIN4 DATA 
2 s 4 3 a 
em I .3260E 00 2.32TE 00 2,62530 O 3.25WE 00 4.290E 00 4.9250E 10 
CE t 
z2 4.4549E 03 2.7804E 03 7'.0420 04 4.29501 LA 2.4S19E 04 3.981SE 04 
Re I.0010-02 1.00JOE-O? 1.0000E-02 1.0000E-02 1.0000E-0 I 00O0E-0a
 
6sS.2672E-02 -3.9317n-02 4.15121E-O 5.515IE-02 3.2276E-01 5.31590-0 
y 3.46E710-03 -1..961E-05 -3.2129E-03 -2.93E-02 S.O733E-02 8.8198E-02 
ypp -1.24900-0z 1.4793E-02 6.5995E-03 8.3091E-0O3 3.4825E-03 1.7s80e-0 
yA 1.1302E-02 -1 .0643-0± -2.25810-02 -9.5487-03 3.21161-02 
 I.2045E-01
 
yrMG -l.24901-2 1 .4193E-02 6.5995-O3 8.3091E-03 3.4825E-05 1 .7880E-02 
Ia 11 12
 
rem 5.54900 20 .5520E00 0.0 0.0 





is 1.000E-02 1.0000E-O 0.0 0.0 0.0 

ZN 4.0251E 04 3.1950E 04 0.0 0.0 

0.0 
y -. 5502E-01 -1 .0455E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yfl -9.0583 -00 -6.450DE-O O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ypp Z.37580-05 2.6019C-Oz 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yA 9.ZO0O3E-U3 4. 2ZtE-Ol 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YFR* 2.3756E-05 2.6019-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 16 17 18 
FON 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NXE 13 15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
ZN 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
TO a.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
0.0 0.0y' 0.0 0.0 0 0 a 0 
ypp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yA 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
yPfl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SLOSI1NG DATA 
,OVE 1. 2 3 4 5 8 
rrs I . OE 00 1.0600 E 0 8.7153E-01 5.6532E-01 9.0606E-01 1 3662E 00 
z2 1 .2500DO-0 1.250DE0OZ 6.0000-oz 5.000E 05 .000000 5.00000--2 
FNI 8.000DE 02 1.14501 03 3 6500E 03 5.43000 03 1.2200E 04 1.3000E 03 
xts T.6oor 00 7.7146E 00 0.074 0 00 -1.7074E 01 -I .00510 0R -1.0401E 01
 
FCC SIN ol044J T =80 Sec. P-Y 
VEHICLE PARAMETERSSTAGE S-IB 
CHAN .JP Y 
AXIS VP/rye1w, YAW 
S.P.# 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-2]0, S-IB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
2-135 
P1C" w/o st ow WTH ¢50 
1300 
14021)0 





/ '0° " 
D 
- 7 " 
2370",' 
rcc S/ 014, = e. P tY 
S9A00-1220 * .4" [ TTt, 7 1 Prx AT AC,. . ,ATO 
S2a 0* ;?r, I \ 3006 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
"It' n YTATV1 rT 
6i\ ULI OPE AT CTU 
ixHARDWARE NOMINAL CASE 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 




A&-ZC, 8o-S VC,tR r, T'4O.Ofl t'oo 270* o0° 2800o
 
,ITCH WO SLOS ,ii cs,' 2 500 
 V/7;"















"00" / /" 00" 
7q6)' 
FCC S/N 0104-r 
STAGE S-IB T = 80 Sec. P-Y 
CHAN 4 
.0 SIMUIATiON OPEN AT ACTUATOR 
Axis YAtI HARDqARE NOMINAL CASES.# 0 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
'9A-Z10, S-IB STAGE, PITCg AXIS DATA 
2-137 
*S-4 . S-IB FCC VtaIfy TIZIt.- SZCPITCIi .O 51.05 WIN CSP 



































FA .i3l.l-3C 1 ZETA 'j .19I E 01 FflG8 .210q90 02 7q4y 0. 9000 .01 
BE-JING DATA 
HCOE 2 3 4 5 6 
rum I.53310E 10 2.3419E 00 5.I84E I0 7.508900 7.71000 9.1549IE no1oa 
rZf 4.4353E 13 2.7631E 03 S.304 E 03 2.2441E 04 8.4267E 0]3 201.2aE '4 
211 I aa''VlE--l2 I aaaVE-Ilz I .'),OOQE-02 I .OSOOE-02 tI 000')E-q2 I .O'J-qE-02 
TO O.7277E-IO2 -5.3 taZE-12 5.8044C-032 -3.S4l)C.0I 2.ASSIE-Qt -1.9&S2E-0l 
Ve 5.99'J1E-03 -l1.I6ZIE-931 .64'IE- 4 - .549E-91 5.4029E-9? -609864t0) 
ye,' -1 .ZtSSE-02 I 5tsqE-q? Z.I)J51E.033 6.53t4E-94 1.940ZE-132 2.ZST4E-0.Z 
YA O.9307L-I13 -1 .11539r-91 1 .91t72E-02 8.1641C-0' I. '23AE-01 4.402?E-01 
l P -I.2153E.02 I.SIOOE-02 Z.0.151E-l5 6.5314E-04 1.0492E-02 2.2374E-02 
st5n IO DATA 
1lV 2 3 4 5 6 
I a?5'1E 00 1 .3259IE 030 I.I1894E 00 V.OSSSE5-OI 2.133E 00 I.?7E 00 
rs 6 0f11E-01? *,Orfl,.0 .0ee E 5.0000E-05 5.01E0 5.90 39E-12 
rmq &'.1It 02 I.i45JE 03 3.60119C 03 3.43,13E 03 1.2200E 04 i.30011E 03 
, 1D & 1.05022 01 1 .66311E 01 1. (AIME 01 -1 .2769E 01 -6.54562 00 -6.0956E 00 
PO. YWIAL CcEFFJCIENTS 
riJ1F NI*,ERA T 
0 1011911c -11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.D 
'1.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
r, F DEM1N, ATCR 
0.n'v01 * 0I 0.17211E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 L. 0.0 
OPnICI NLtRA7TC 
0.I1'1I-0E -11 0 6843E-02 0.3482E-02-0.411554E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
".a 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
N JDF cr aIrNATC 
0 11IFIE -110.2495E 00 q.29453E-01 0.1764IE-02 0.29148E-05 0.0 0.0 
0.1 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GOP NIRAT7CR 
0.tr1'0 0I10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
,Ia ].,0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
&CDF DfNCI WATCR 
0.10lanE 01 0.5 998E 01 0.49880E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
IW6Sc;S) I'a-RATCR 
.0+.111.1c 91 0.0 0.0 0."1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'1.q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
'.55(05) DE'1NA44TCR 
0.11 llnE 01 0 630qoqE-0 0.12323E-02 0.26B47E-q4 0.16694E-06 0 57735E-09 0.92928E-12 
0 01 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1.35(AS) IJA'"S.AT'Cn 
,10')'I.Th '11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
0 I 0.a 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t-It (AS) OC*C(?IMTCW 
0 t00WI 0.Z6a47E-04 0.57735E-99 0.929262-321.3i8I-I0.1I23502 0.16694E-06 
0. 0l-.q 0.0 0.0 .0 0.0 01.0 
r'CC SIN o10-r T = 120- Sec.STAGE S-IB T=10 e.l-CHAN 3 3Y VEHICLE PARAMET 
AXIS -PITRY, /A V 
s. P. 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-ZI 0, S-IB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
ORIGrAL PAGV 2-138OF POOR QUALIT' 
As-Z'-6 S-1B PIC vlqUy W t s 
C, "TCH ,, , /
,0" ,, // 
/ / 
\ I 
\ " ; ­
. --- - " o./vo /CHA 3PHRWR 
NMNLCS 
::, // -' -. \\ , 





•P = 120- Sec. *P-Y 
STAI-t frST'irrULTI)N OPEN AT ACTUATOR 
NYQUIST FRJEQUENCY RESPOONSE 
SA-Z]I0, S-lB STAGE, POITCH AXIS DATA 
2-13 9 
4L296. F C I 
') 2F TCH IWO SALO&sw m CSv t20 

























2G0-""" .t ')" 









T 120- Sec. 
-Y 
OPEN AT ACTUATOR 
= CASE 
, 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSESA-21b, S-IB STAGE, PITC-/ AXIS DATA 
A*-t')O 518 FCC VnIFy T14!.6:S1 ITC WOw, 5s-3HIFl4 CSP 
T )2 0I 03 Al .*ai 00 At 0.60'jlnE 0')t10. 
Cl -0.35,IO-41 C2 0 I2299'1E .11 xS 0 19563E 0p K4 9.9fl4'"OT Ii 
K5 I.tO434J3-w KS FLCO 0.?543 q?0.85'3751E 'J 0.0610C 02 
FN t,.1S54YIt 36 r"O O.40Y, 6 $1(- 0.Y4 94 NhE 0.4s5o"E U4O 
I, 0.14'ItIOE $03 ZeTA O.IO00CI'1 E 0$ FRqfl 0.ZOOOOO~qE0 ZRGY 0.flt,000E 00 
9?p IAO~t'E 0?7 
8ESlQIW OATA 
"Ct I r 5 4 3 0 
531$ 1.S940E 00 2.350IIE 00 9.332,ic 00 1.04SE 01 0.0 0.0 
Z" 4,2835 '13 2.87380 03 9.31139E 13 1.6442E 03 0.0 0.0 
to I .)1'NE-)2 I.0N'01-0? I )')I,0-S I .01000-02 0.0 0.0 
yv 591'C,111 -5 6515iE-02 l.5440-0t -. F 0.0 0.0 
ymt 6.q42t~-.)3 -Z OlIt -. 3 t.!ItVE-'1t I.SSSSE-01 0.0 0.0 
yPp -1..cgtr'a 1.5544E-02 I. T414E-12 1.91050-03 0.0 0.0 
yA I .1111,111E 113 3.72114E-0 I .'349E-03 -1.0660E-01 0 0 0.0 
yRO -t .'1494C 2 1,5544E-0 I .7414E-02 t.9105E-03 0.0 0.0 
tiSHLtIW DATA 
Iscm 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Ff5 0.'1214.-OI I.Z.06E 00 1.9393000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Zl .110 1 '-D 5.001E-0 5 1,10e-12 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Fits 3.4301E 03 1.22q0C 04 1.3-7,39 03 6.0 0.0 0.0 
5 -7;18A E 0) -1.5618E 9r) 8.86820 00 1 0 0.0 0.0 
PcL yn4IAL CcFFbCbENTS 
PHI F **fRTCR 
6.10 100E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
It'll 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
MIf F 00Nc*'41 NA T~ 
o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 l00I)'1E OS 0.l7'100 
II.0 0.' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
NIOF RMnAT 
0.$O')II'IC 01 1.06438E-02 0.3488?E-02-0,4'1554E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0,0 0.0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
qtIOF DCgfllNATC 
11. I'V1'00 01 0.Z55020 0'1 q.Ii0S7-01 o.toe'5E-02 0.212320 0.0 0.0 
n',? 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WOQF Nu"ERA TCR
 
0.I-000'1E 01 0.01 0.0 
 0 a 0.0 0 0 0.0 
0.0 1.n1 0.0 '0.0 0.0 OL) 0.0 
GOOF D0CC TOlkIrNA 
0t.l0q0IE of O1.5998E 01 0.49880E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.1 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1s$(S) NtXERATCR 
,Qt.a."I 0t 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
,$ (BS) DENcJ NAT O R 
1).oqq0 Ii 0, 6I)8'.E-01 0.1?523E-02 ')20e4?E-0 4 0.16694E-06 0.57735E-09 0.929280-12 
0.0) "1 ) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
W$3 AS' 11tb4RAVIf 
').tOl'if0 Ot 11 I) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WS(A3) VEW3NINATOR 
0a.0~E0 -.. 3'16'JE-qi 0.12323C-02 0 eeoATE-04 0 tG$94t-fl 03.533E-09 0.S9s2eE-12 
. 0.0 0.0 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
rcc SIN o004- T = 140.6'Sec. P-Y 
STAGE S-IB VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
CHAN 2P 4t 
AXIS p/Tell, YAW 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 




























- o / /, 
"t"--,,
 
,.-/ / /SA.2.0,//SI 
I'"/ 






PCCG S-I 014T 
= 140.6 Sec. P-YST'AGE rI s: 
_,,-o I-1/oPEN AT ACT'UATOR 
AXIS P/rc' x HARDWARE JNOINCASE
 
NYQUJIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 




r ° iO ;170" r,"/" 2 ' ,, 
0FCC eA$-216 6-1i VERIFY 12145.6 stc l 'w ie -- /" 
pf tC- W/O StLtn WIN CSP 
, / 'V" / - . 
13 0 
;56/ /, 
94 4-1.o.oi // ­
• , Ie..y .. "1.39-" --­
2200 
.-. 0 0 0 2 9­14 ­






1200 / ( 0 
o , 0°2600 7' 9 
CHA 4Y x1ADAENMNLCS 
WCC S/N 01o4-Z iJ7 = 140.6 Sec. P-Y 
1M.ATOiOPErN 

Cl-AN SY{ HARDWARE ]NOMINAL CASE
 
-
0 £ESIB[ AT ACTUATOR 
AXIS YAW -SP.# 3 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-ZI0, S-IB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
o0 POOR QUALIT 
 2-43 
I 
A$'~&.lf FCC VERIF ItO.50,9 SEC 9CtL W10 SL.OSm W cS 
11.0 A0 0.315'11113E I0 At 9.24Or0E 00 6! 0.0 
Cs ql.'J C2 0.4,4,41E 01 U. 0.0 K4 0.0 
KS 5.01 K? q.0 n. 0.0 FLCG 0.0 
fl 1j.567l6)E 06 FP0 9.211871E 07 SIG 0.797450E 04 ThiE 0.0 
FA 0.lVn"Ise In ZETA 0Ot.100)K 31 FRGY O.20OOJWE 02 ZROY 0.?O000E 00 
RP q.0W5604. 07 
&CMINO , DATA 
MKOD 1 2 3 4 5 
FaN Z.104-C 011 3.36-1K 00 4.455-J1 nn 6.649E 0 6.7@70E 0 1.0370E 01 
2" 5.S3bE 05 3.6539E q5 1.3132E '25 6.2531E 03 2 7104E q4 5.9539E 04 
ZO I.1 .,lE-q2 I .OOOE-02 I .qO-OE.02 I O'ME-02 I q0900-02 1 .00OOE-nz 
vs -5,7120,E-02 -5.2OSOKE-Ol 3.057C3C-0I -3.2760K-fl? 3.01 2!O-02 2.$350UE01 
yps .1.) 03.0 0.0 0.0 0.') 0.0 
yPP -1 .5WIE-0t 0.5300E-Ol 4.33M0E-Ol -1.5286K-0 4.1750E-q? -3.670E-Ot 
yA n.') 0") 0.0 0.0 .I0 0.0 
yVRG -t .SC 31E-0I 8.53q0E-qt 4..36E-0t -1 .52B0E-a 4.1750E-0l2 -3.6780KE-0 
I3LO6N0 DATA 
OE 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FF 7.9497E-M1 7.9497E-01 6.5364K1 4.2398K-Ol 6.8O14E-0t 9.9280E-01 
Z5 3.1 5112-l? 0.00K-Ct 2.000K-U3 5.0000E-05 5.000E-C2 5.0G0E-02 
Fm5 8.01r n'E 02 1.14511E n3 3.8500E 03 3.4300E 03 1.2M'JfE 04 1.3003E 03 
)S .413-IE 0O 2.4130E O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PQYO4IAL CCEFFICIENTS 
0.I'101'IE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0a ' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I"Ir OC IINTCR 
f1. 1'V) 'IO -1, 0.1581111 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M! OF tt%'RATCR 
13.1t1-3011E 01 0.1084M12 02.861K-0-0.24334K05 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 1 0.') 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHMF Orr I WLTC 
1 1')*'1111 01 11.12391E 00 n.92646E-02 0.41893E-03 0.47319E-06 0.0 0.0 
0.-1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GOOF N.'rVA2N,.TOR 
0.111-111C tit 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GOOF DErTX!HA TC 
0.101101E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
wS$IDS) N(*ERATC -
0.1'1'0zE 0i 1.q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
S 4(03) D&M NATO 
.J3.q1000 -11 U63080K-01 0.12323E-02 0.26647E-04 0.16694E-96 0.57735E-09 0.9292E-I? 
11 0 '.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WMSIAS) NLFIRATCR 
0.1-100C') 01 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 
0.- 0 0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
O$(AS) DYINATCR 
0.I111,IE -)I 1.03io')K-fl 0 123Z3K-OS 0.26847E-04 0.16694E-06 n.57735E-9 0.92928K-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FCC S/N D101 T = 0.0 Sec. Roll 
STAGE S-IB VEHICLE PARAMETERS 





SA-210, S-IB STAGE, ROLL AXIS DATA
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 2-144OF POOR QUALITy 
0(90 Io t,0g 

,2-1, s-LE FCC Vl hFY T='.3 o SEC , 1 --
C(L WaO$LOZ 1 CSP 1 2020- / /" 
'5, \ a 
- \ \ I '// / 
\ 














-:°/7 i , 
2. - . /N 
/,/ /
-/ 
/ J \ \ ". 
SI ,,I\, 
I Ia I 
-I/ / 
o~ I 'i 
-C 9'>< 
SA-IO I STGE ROL AXI DA-
STAGE SIB j. j, JOT OaO.0Seca Roll 
CHAN 4F 
 HRDWAE [OPEN AT ACTUATOR 








2GtY' .. - i," 
















-a ° cr I'. /" ... /. A, 
" - /t \ 
-A04 33' 
104-T-I :'CC\I N 
/,--300C 
STAGE S-IB = 0.0 Sec Rol 
ROLL ANOMNAL CASE 
s.P. # 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSESA-ZIS, S-IB STAGE, ROLL AXIS DATA 
&IGINAL PAGE IS 2-146 
OF POOR QUALITY 
AS-2'iS S-IS FCC tERFY T=141.6 SEC REL WO SLOSl Wm CSP 
A9 07 .34.,&,,E 113 -1.2.4q'3EAt ".l2lOOOE 00] Q2 0.0
 
Cl 13.1 C2 0.l0276&1E 92 ts S.5 At 0.0
 
&S 0.'q 7 5.3 g6 0.0 FLC 0..
 
Ff )1156S) 06 ' I ."42452 06 51C 0.79745]E 04 Tht 0.0 
FA Oj1r00E 10 ZETA 0.150''f'3E 01 FRGY o.;5500E 02 ZRGy 0.70000E 00 
RP 0.43131'E 07 
S-NOIHN DATA
 
FCOE I 3 4 5 
 6
 
FON 5.1325e Or) 6.9230 0'0 I .31E at r.0 0.0 0.0, 
Z? 3.9777E 034 5.251qE 03 1.04r6E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
ZO I q1qC-' 1 .*31E-oz I .0509E-02 O.0 0.0 0.0
 
yo -3.280)C-11 3.52515-q2 -4.58S15-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
yFO 0.0 q.0 0.0 n.0 0.0 0.0
 
ypP 2.895'1E-111 -6.557lE-0? -3.1660E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
yA 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
yl 0 2.8951E-01 -6.557P5-02 -3.1860E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
SLOS IR DATA 
1CDE 1 2 3 4 5 
Fps O.03214C-0I 1.28605 00 1.93e5E 0 1 0.03 0.0 0.0
 
ZS 5.0300E-05 5.')00qE-0 5 1i005E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
Fns 3.43-11E03 1.22005E 04 I.30OE 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 






11.1-31 1 3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
,1.3 0.q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
P41 F DEt ICINTC
 
'1 19,19E 02 0.0I30135 0n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0.101100C 01 0.1004tC-01 0.20061E-r2-0.24334E-0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PnIOF DEVCIMWTOR
 
0.I0n'71E 01 O.12395E 030 0.93TqE-02 11.43297E-03 0.48931E-06 0.0 0.0
 
D.0- 0." 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
-DOF N1*-ERATCR 
')*J )'100E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0.1110i0 at 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 O.q 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
t, s (Os) Nt*4ERATCW
 
01 I000 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 q.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1,SS CIS) DENCStNATOR
 
O3.(1390 01 0.03'1805-01 0.12323E-92 0.26a47E-04 0 16694E-06 0.57735E-09 0.929m0-I?
 
0.11 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
W$S(AS) NIIERATOt
 
-0 jfl913-VE 01 -).q 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
07.) 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0
 
'.~$(AS) OEWaRm&ATOq 
0.1 )tf)O3 01 0 63r0$E-11 0.1L23235-102 0.Z6647E-04 0 1G04E-06 0.57735E-09 0 92)2SE-12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 q. 0.0 0.0 
F'CC SIN 0104-1f-








45-ZI6 5-1S FCC VflJFv r-t4',.6 scc I ' U " 
.•t.n N/ ,, ,Lv ' 0 
° 



















 140. 6 Sec. RollFCC SIN 010+ -

AT ACTUATORa1OPEN 







SA-ZI0, S-IB STAGE, ROLL AXIS DATA
 
2-148ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
gLUFFEL & ESSER CO 
NJ(A * ' taC1.6 li rhu f- [
SERVO Ai]LIFER OPEN LOOP I 
I I -L5- FREQUENCYp1 H RESPONSE REQUIRIV4rS : 
.4 " o = 43 Hz. 
z,[ I~i l!: = 0.52 
1.3 i i [l ' 
illI,r i - -t1 ' I[ f 
. i, ii -' .I 

L 1[1 If yI jtIII 
 $
,,.l 





h.-LW'~[ ~1I~4V. PEAKSFEEDBACK Hi~00 turns 
.00283iNDTIAhT 91.27 K /nsturns/Pait rl
 FE DB C
0. 7 -~,b, LL! 
ii r__:h_ 
--. -1 ! - I lb 
0.5 I !
+"I__-FCC SIN S -i/ - , 1 4 4,! 00STAGE 
-4 H 
.4 SERVO -7 

uInput
at F I I IWMP I ,;:I ", I0.3 1,1 11 1IT 'up, T H,:-H INt 
. 







f30Ff rI I 
SERVO AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOPRESPONSE RQUIRdlvEhTST 
I I I I 
o, if!~~ q 































SERVO I- p 
Input at fFBI 
,1, 
[[iFREQENCY 




IiWY. 3 CYCLFS X 70 DIVISIONS HAOC IN N S A 






1MA.. SERVO AMPLIFIER OPENq LOOP 




0 43 Hz. 












1T111 11 1t 
. 
I(I F 
o. 0 m I 00i 
+30r r rrrrwF 
12MA. SERVO ANTLIFIBR. OPE N LOOP TJI I '' Ii
 
+i5 I FREQUENCY RESPONSE REQUIREIENTS 
 I*-f_. ,lii: ­
1!SJi = 43 Hz. 
o =052 








-60 r1 1 IN I I IL I 1 4HIIVK Ii :1k 
-75 7 i1ii
 
T9 t 1.1 Ho1-- 1 j W-- -1 11111---- LI
 
i~ 91.27-105 FEEDBACK 100 turnsK f /a'turns.00283 
ft1 
-135 
-. TlFCC SIN /0,/-X2
_Ed1STrAGE T 












IM"19 0 CYCLES X 70 DIVISIONS MAr a.I . 
XEUFEL & ESSER CO 








- H +4NII 
= 43 Hz.L 
1.3 
-- I-... ii 
11' 
...... bF ~' 
ill 
_ -
.52fi. ' .= 

































0 .6 I l l , 1 [ : : : , 
0.0. 4 ti 1W1U'1 1 
FCC S/lMnfl AGSERVO 3 -P 




7-E41-11N .l 1t 
A4fI~ - __ il ~l~h 
J il !I 
I , d.;T1 
IFR CY K.)I 
0 . 1 0 00 
-3 r I -TT rL,r rrl 
+15 FREQUENCY RESPONSE REQUIREJ],! 
,],Ml 
-0.5 






-30 1 i: 
-45 
-6o FCCE S/ANIFIi 12 OPNrLOPL 
L:!-! ' "'' 
-90 
- 0 5 
A4 
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/ iaturn s 
Ai o 


















11 l 11 i 
100 
KLUFFCL & tSSER Co. 
1 512 MA. SERVO AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOP 
',,Jhli 
1.5 PREQUjENCY RESPONSE REQUIRfENS III 










0.85 N FEEDBACK i00tuns.0 
28 
1 
. I PEAK 
04_ SERVO d-P 
I00 
0.10 I0 






12 MA. SERVO AMPLIFIERFREQUENCY RESPONSE RU OPEN LOOP t - - tlb 
r r 
1 I '4"I' il't I,' 1 
N.MINAL 
o fn = 43 Hz., 
€ 0.52 











91.27 K n 
.00283 




SFCC SIN /o,;-/ 
STAGE 5-X5l" 
SERVO q-p 




0.1 1I0 100 
2 .SERVO AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOP 
-I1. L NHii 












;4rFEEDBAC ___ 4-I. PEIKE 100 turnsIN T91.27 K 0 
H1hlit,,, 
N.00283'IvIalaturns -­ ' II H p ,flihrall Ill ,, 
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0.4- 0. 1 
-! 
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/ o q 
1011100 
IC - iI 
1-114­
t-1,.,!,\ l l! ,: 





r. i... 1 i r Fi F 

4-30 r 
+15 St I12 MA. SERVO AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOPFREQUENCY RESPONSE REQUIREENTS_ 
fl if i ii; NOMINALfn = 43 HJ. 




Hll I- - !]Ii I jiII 
I III - - 1 "l - 'ift1it1, 1111 :, 





wIII lIt *I it 1  H11 i1-~IIN lIllIII11 - 1t; id_ 
-105.1 1 10/ 
-150 
-I-0 








Input at 0FB i I - -­ ! 1 
-180 g RW C H.IT1 
0.1 1 10 100 
I )) 3 CYCLES X 70 OFVISIONS MAiN U S A
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I- 'LL "'1:Ili'T tj ,i, 
NOM 
f = 4 3 Hz. 
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-1-1- IT11-'i l lil m iw m w m i 
0.4 















12 MA. SERVO AMPLIFIB OPEN LOOPFREQUENCY RESPONSE REQUIREES 
i il lI-' 1 
- IfE 




N(MN~=43 H. ; 


















FCC SIN / 
Sr'AGB 
SERVO Z_- yjI 
~Input at 0FB 
/ 
li1.1IIIIti-tT1111 








-0. 1 10 00 
__ __ 
3SCYCLOS X 70 OIVFSSONS MAO IN U S A
 
KLUFWEL a ESSER Co
 
12 MA. SERVO AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOP 	 I ,­1 .5 FREQUENCY RESPONSE REQUIP,MENIS -r,, 
, NOMINAL 
H',o fn =43 Hz. 









i' I iI 
S.0' 	 1 -1[fiyI H 1 	 if 11<Dlil 
:11Idpiu a",;L 	 IN 
0.8	 4V. PEAK 83 
1A00 turns 0030 





0.4 STAGE S r'13 
,,,.,. 	 r'
RVO y 	 i -; l i ll 
inpu at t ,
 
:1FREBQUENCY Hz. lll 2[
 














. rr r,,,,_,,,rrrF"" 
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I ill: i ,InI 
i , i,' 
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0 .5 1 1 1 10 I 0 0l 
1.4 
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 MA SERVO AMPLIFIER OPEN LOOP -t­
.iFREQUENCY RESPONSE REQUIR~vIEFS ,. 
.... . -till 43 
1..... I I ,,ItI I I" 
__1.3 ii; liii i ±- iih '1 4*.I- , =,,I '!1 .5,
 
it i i lBlr I H
.F 
_ 
illl 1112.:1,!h l'I ;, ' : H', ' ,, "I 
1.2 I ­
_ _ .i' 3tr' HJ,~f i FIiHu,, 
:.1 
I Itt H ,ii,,
'ilii I L ' t---iHI'"/,lY1_
 
I ,II ,' I
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" II -r : , \ ,,. '11:---- ,I 
o I I r I I rit, j I! 2'. I 
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0 .9 ,,ill, , -, - 1 1 1 1,'1i:: -- --.l ,l1!i .l,!\ 1 IInp l3FEEDBCK I0~ iiu 00 turns .00283 ,rl , I
 
lv I I I l 
3V h0.]0.8G S lJ-rs ,- I LI1:[tlf I +1,, !F,01 f F,T J! ',1 1 I IN;I 

SERO H III4V.;I PEAK 11 M it I t L,,'i' 
'-i .f,I 1 ,1 d±, 1fl IliH 'wb! I ,
 0.2 I 22 1II .i -- -III ' i I t [ I"' I+l_' 
0.3 '.*~ 7I- f, 11 I ' ,iii
05m-+IIi1AIIi - iT 1Fih1 HI itli;ijI ,i 
LIII ti l Fr ;ill 'rQ: ' I f~,'i' 't-"0 .1l ta : thi I1 0%, l0 

~: J J ' ' '' IL ,, ',Li _iiII :' I~ ' ,] 1)ii, h [fj. 
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FCC S/N 0104-1 TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
S-IVB STAGE 
-TABULATION 
Table 3 outlines the results of the tests performed on FCC S/N 0104-I. The 
table serves as a ready guide to the following pertinent areas: 
* 	 Location of the specific test results. 




* 	 Reference to the location of further analysis on a given test. 
Test Performed Results Acceptable 	 Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Servo Amplifier Null and Null 3-6 Yes All servo amplifier null and null drift values were 
Drift (Power Supply @ 28 vdc) D-i acceptable. The maximum null was +9.0 mv in the 
B-Y servo amp with the FCC on for 210 minutes. The 
worst case null drift over a 3-hour period was 
+12.0 mv in the B-Y servo amp. 
Servo Amplifier Noise (Power 3-6 	 All servoYes amplifier noise levels were acceptable.Supply @28 vdc) D-1 The maximum noise characteristic was 3.0 mvp-p in
the B-P, C-P, and B-Y servo amps with TCh power on 
for 30 minutes. 
TABLE 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC S/N 0104-I, S-IVB STAGE 
Test Performed Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Servo Amplifier Noisewith C-i Yes 	 Servo amplifier noise did not vary as the input
 
28-volt Power Supply 	 power supply voltage was varied from 28 to 32 vdc. 
Variation
 
Channel Cross Coupling 3-8 Yes 	 Cross coupled signals were within the 5 mvp-p guide­
line at all test frequencies with attitude error
 
inputs; the worst case was 4 mvp-p with a oy 
input coupling into the C-P servo amp. No cross 
coupled signals were observed with attitude rate
 
inputs at SP #3 and #4.
 
Channel Common Mode 3-20 Yes 	 Prominent common mode signals exceeding the 15 mvp-p 
guideline were present with the following input
signals:
 
ppp - 18 mvp-p at 20 Hz in the B-P servo amp 
* @p - 24 mvp-p at 30 Hz in the C-P servo amp 
. Oy - 22 mvp-p at 30 Hz in the B-Y servo amp 
e ipy - 16 mvp-p at 15 Hz in the C-Y servo amp 
• p - 19 mvp-p at 30 Hz in the B-P servo amp 
*p - 26 mvp-p at 30 Hz in the C-P servo amp 
* oy - 16 mvp-p at 20 Hz in the B-Y servo amp 
* $ - 17 mvp-p at 30 Hz in the C-Y servo amp 
This is considered an acceptable condition over 
the 15 to 60 Hz range, since the expected TVC
 
attenuation is greater than 25 db.
 
Servo Amplifier Linearity 3-23 Yes 	 All servo amplifiers summed properly and had linear 
responses for various levels of biased attitudeand Signal Mixing 
error inputs combined with ramped attitude rate 
inputs.
 
Servo Amplifier Linearity 3-35 Yes 	 With a biased level of +150 of attitude error input
 
attitude rate input, the servo amplifiersand Saturation 	 and ramped 
were linear over the ±50 ma range and saturated in
 
excess of ±50 ma.
 
TABLE 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC S/N 0104-I, S-IVB STAGE 
(Cont'd)
 
Test Performed Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Servo Amplifier Relative 3-37 Yes Relative channel polarities were found to be
 
Polarities correct in the S-IVB burn mode as observed from
 
the Linearity/Mixing plots and the Switchpoint 
Utilization plots.
 
Static Control Gains 3-38 Yes 	 All AO and A.1 static gain deviations were less than
 
the allowable ±2%. Worst case deviations were:
 
" A0 - -1.390% in the C-P servo amp with a opinput at SP #3
 
" A, - -1.650% in the C-P servo amp with a *p 
input at SP #3 
Switchpoint Utilization A-I Yes 	 Proper gain changes were observed at each switch­
point for every channel in the S-IVB stage.
 
Spacecraft Control B-I Yes 	 The FCC honored the spacecraft attitude error
 
inputs in the S-IVB burn mode, and the correct
 




Open-Loop Channel Frequency 3-39 Yes 	 All S-IVB stage channel frequency responses were
 
Response (Bode) 	 acceptable with deviations from theoretical values 
accounted for by:
 
* Rate gyro frequency response
 
* Inadequate calibration of the "signal analyzer" 
* Channel common mode
 
Nyquist Frequency Response 3-71 Yes 	 The Nyquist responses were acceptable. Deviations
 
from the theoretical values were accounted for by 
component frequency responses. 
Closed-Loop Transient 3-82 Yes 	 Hardware runs closely matched the total simulation 
Response to a Step Forcing 	 runs. The system responded satisfactorily to a
 
Function 	 2-degree step attitude error input. 




Test Performed Results 
(Page No.) 
Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
RG/CSP Frequency Respbnse 
(Bode) 
E-1 N/A Frequency responses for the Sim Lab RG/CSP 
subsystem are included for information purposes 
only. See Appendix E for additional comments. 
TABLE 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS&F FCC S/N 0104-I, S-VB STAGE 
(Cont'd) 
3.2 RESULTS 
3.2.1 	 The results of the S-IVJ3 Stage study are presented on the following 
pages. To assist in the interpretation of the results, the following vehicle 
orientation is used. 
III 	 II:p 
"IV 
S-IVB 	STAGE (AFT) 







PT. MEASUREMENT B-P C-P B-Y C-Y 
SW. 
30 min. Noise (my p-p) 	 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.53 210 min. Noise (mv p-p) 	 2.0 2.5 2.5 2. 
30 min. Null (my) +7.0 -1.0 -3.0 -0.5 
Z0 min. Null (my) -2.5 -4.5 +9.0 +3.0 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -9.5 -3.5 +12.0 +3.5 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 3.0 -3.0 3.0 2.5 
210 min. Noise (nv p-p) 2.01 2.5 .5 2.54 
30 min. Null (mv) +7.0 -1.0 -3.0 -0.5 
210 nin. Null (my) -2.5 -4.5 +9.0 +3.0 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -9.5 -3.5 +12.0 +3.5 
30 min. Noise (mv p-p) 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 
210 min. Noise (mv p-p) 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.55 
30 min. Null (my) +7.0 -1.0 -3.0 -1.0 
210 min. Null (mv) -2.5 -4.5 +9.0 +3.0 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -9.5 -3.5 +12.0 +4.0 
Data Recorded: 1/6/75 
NOTES: (1) Servo amp output impedance 20 Q signals recorded at comparator 
output. Actuator drive load = 100 f1. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Peripheral sensors powered off. 
(4) Specifications: 
" Null < 30 mv 
* 	 Null drift < 45 mv over a 3-hour period. 
<* Noise <. 5 mv p-p at frequencies 30 Hz. 
FCC SIN 0104-I1 
STAGE S-IVB 




With Simulated Telemetry Load 
SW. SERVO AMP 
PT. MEASUREMENT B-P C-P B-Y C-Y 
30 mn. Noise (mv p-p) 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 
3 Z10min. Noise (mv p-p) 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 
30 min. Null (mv) +16-5 +11.0 -19.5 -14.5 
210 min. Null (my) +7.0 +5.5 -7.0 -10.5 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -9.5 -5.5 +12.5 +4.0 
30 nmin. Noise (my p-p) 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 
210 min. Noise (mv p-p) 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.54 
30 rain. Null (my) 16.5 +11.0 -19.5 -14.5 
210 min. Null (mv) +7.0 +5.5 -7.0 -10.5 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -9.5 -5.5 +12.5 +4.0 
30 rain. Noise (mv p-p) 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 
210 min. Noise (my p-p) 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 
5 
30 min. Null (mv) .17.0 +11.0 -20.0 -15.0 
210 min. Null (mv) +7.5 +5.5 -7.0 -10.5 
3 hr. Drift (mv) -9.5 -5.5 +13.0 +4.5 
Data Recorded: 1/6/75
NOTES: (1) Servo amp output impedance = 20 fi; signals recorded at comparator 
output. Actuator drive load = 100fl. 
(z) c channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Peripheral sensors powered off. 
(4) Specifications: 
* Null < 30 rnv 
* 	 Null drift < 45 mv over a 3-hour period. 
<* Noise <_ 5 mv p-p at frequencies 30 Hz. 
FCCSIN 0104-1 
STAGE S-IVB 





FREQUENCY (Hz) SERVO AMP OUTPUT 
(mv p-p)






7, 0 - 0 
10, 15 
20 100 1 92 2 
30 60 2 48 2 
40 33 3 29 3 
50 27 3 26 3 
60 17 3 25 3 
Data Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 2 ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* 	 *= 12 v or =4 5. 
* Or when iv 	 = 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
:55 mvp-p for all frequencies. 








SERVO AMP 	OUTPUT (my v)-r _) _(nvDDFREQUENCY 	 (Hz)SEVAMDriven: C-P B-Y Driven: C-P C-Y 
. 05, 0.1, 0.6, 
1; 3, 7, 0 0 
15 133 1 135 1 
20 95 1 95 1 
30 58 2 58 2 
40 37 2 36 2 
50 29 3 28 3 
60 25 3 25 3 
Data Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 Q ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* = 12vor = 45 v. 
* Or when iv = 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
e With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
55 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC SIN 	 0104]STAGE S-IVB 





SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p
Driven: B-Y B-P Driven: B-Y 
_ 
C-P 
(.05, 0.1, 0.6,0 
15 - 0 140 1 
20 92 1 100 1 
30 48 2 60 2 
40 28 2 34 3 
50 25 2 23 3 
60 25 2 19 3 
Data Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 a ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* = 12 v or = 45 v. 
* 	 Or when iv = 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximuminput signal, cross coupling 
55 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC SIN 	 0104-1STAGE 	 S-IVB 
CHAN 	 0 Yaw 




SERVO AMP 	OUTPUT (my p-p)P  mv-iEVAPFREQUENCY (Hz) 
Driven: C-Y B-P Driven: C-Y C-P 
f0.05, 0.1, 0.6, 
i1, 3, 7 	 0 0 
11o, 15 
20 87 1 85 2 
30 43 2 43 2 
40 30 3 30 4 
50 35 3 36 4 
60 37 3 36 3 
Data Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 £2 ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* =12vor = 45 v. 
* 	 Or when iv =50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximum'input signal, cross coupling 
55 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 
CHAN 41 Yaw 























Date Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance 20 Q; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
SP= 12 vor 4 = 45 v. 
* Or when i 	 = 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
£5 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 























Date Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 Q ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* 	 *=1 2 vor = 45 v. 
* 	 Or when iv = 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
S5.mvp-p for all frequencies. 


























- 0 0 
Date Recorded: 12/6-9/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 S ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* 	 1P=12 vor = 45v. 
* 	 Or when iv= 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
a 	 With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
£5 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC S/N 0104-I1 
STAGE S-lVB 
CHAN $ Yaw 




SERVO AMP OUTPUT (nv p-pl
FREQUENCY (Hz) Driven: C-Y B-P Driven: C-Y C-P 
0.05, 0.1, 0.6, 
I, Z, Z.3, 
3, 4, 6, 0 0 
10, 15, Z0, 
30, 40, 50, 
60 





Servo amp output impedance = 20 Q ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
Maximum input signal: 
* =12 vor 




* With maximum input signal, cross 













SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my p-p 1 












Date Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 fl; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* 	 *=12vor =45v. 
" 	 Or when i. 50ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
55 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 





SERVO AMP 	OUTPUT (my p-p)













Date Recorded: 12/6/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 9 ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
(4) Maximum input signal:
 
* = 12 vor =45v.
 
* Or when iv = 50 ma 
(5) Guideline:
 
* With maximum input signal, cross coupling 













SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p) 
Driven: B-Y B-P Driven: B-Y C-P 
0.05, 0.1, 0.6, 
I, 2, 3, 
5, 6.6, 8, - 0 0 
i0, 15, 20, 
30, 40, 50, 
60 
Date Recorded: 12/6-9/74 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 Q; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Cross coupled signal does not include noise.' 
(4) Maximum input signal: 
* = 122vor = 45v. 
o 	 Or when iv =50ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* 	 With maximum input signal, cross coupling 
45 mvp-p for all frequencies. 
FCC S/N 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 







SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-i)FREQUENCY (Hz) Driven: C-Y B-P Driven: C-Y C-P 
0.05, 0.1, 0.6, 
1, 2, 3, 












Servo amp output impedance = 20 0 ; signals recorded at 
comparator output. 
C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
Cross coupled signal does not include noise. 
Maximum input signal: 
* *=12vor 
* Or when iv 
= 45 v. 
= 50 ma 
(5) Guideline: 
* With maximum input signal, cross 














SERVO AMP 	OUTPUT (myP-p)FREQUENCY (Hz)B-cpBYCYB-P C-P B-Y t-Y 
0.05 	 0 0 0 0 
0.1 	 0 0 0 0 
0.6 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 
3 3 2 2 4 
7 6 4 5 7 
10 	 7 7 8 11 
15 12 11 10 16 
20 18 14 14 23 
30 27 24 22 35 
40 35 35 28 44 
50 	 37 37 27 46
 
60 	 32 30 24 42 
Data Recorded: 11/27/74 
NOTES: (i) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 a; signals recorded 
at comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Common 	mode signal does not include noise. 
(4) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(5) Guideline: 
* Common mode <15 mvp-p at servo amp. 
FCC S/N 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 





SERVO AMP OUTPUT (mv p-p)
 
FREQUENCY (Hz) B-P C-P B-Y C-Y
 
0.05 	 0 0 0 0 
0.1 	 0 0 0 0 
0.6 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 1 
2.3 1 2 2 1 
3 2 2 2 2 
4 3 3 3 2 
6 3 4 4 4 
10 6 7 8 5 
15 9 11 11 7 
20 12 15 16 10 
30 19 26 26 17 
40 	 25 39 34 22
 
50 27 43 36 25 
60 26 39 32 24 
Data Recorded: 	11/26/74 (B-P, B-Y) 
11/27/74 (C-P, C-Y) 
NOTES: (1) 	 Servo amp output impedance = 20 al; signals recorded 
at comparator output. 
(2) C channel 	readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Common 	mode signal does not include noise. 
(4) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(5) Guideline: 
* Common mode <15 mvp-p at servo amp. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 






SERVO AMP OUTPUT (my i,7"o)FREQUENCY (Hz) B-P C-P B-Y C-Y 
0.05 0 0 0 0 
0.1 0 0 0 0 
0.6 1 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 1 2 2 
3 2 2 3 2 
5 2 3 4 3 
6.6 3 4 5 3 
8 4 5 6 4 
10 5 5 8 5 
15 8 9 12 7 
20 11 15 16 11 
30 19 26 26 17 
40 24 38 34 23 
50 28 43 35 25 
60 26 38 33 23 
Data Recorded: 11/26/74 (B-P, B-Y, 
C-P)11/27/74 (C-Y) 
NOTES: (1) Servo amp output impedance = 20 9 ; signals recorded 
at comparator output. 
(2) C channel readings were obtained with comparator voted. 
(3) Common mode signal does not include noise. 
(4) Input signal = 5 v peak. 
(5) Guideline: 
* Common mode <15 mvp-p at servo amp. 
FCC SIN 0104-I 
STAGE S-IVB 
CHAN Pitch -Yaw 
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FCC SIN OiO4-r S-IVB 
SERVO AMPLIFIER SATURATION 
-36 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 













SP 3 SP 4 SP 5 SP 3 S 4 SP 5 Theo.
 
P-Y B-P + +
+ + + + + 






$P-Y B-P + ++ + + + +
 
C-P + + 







NOTES: (1) Polarity of the servo amp outputs reflect a positive
 
input to the FCC; 




(2) SPUT refers to "switch point utilization" test data;





STATIC GAINS (SIM LAB) 
VEHICLE AS-210 FCC S/N 104I 
S-IVB STAGE 
AO GAIN (DEG/DEG) Al GAIN (DEG/DEG/SEC) 
AXIS OUTPUT SP THEOR. ACTUAL PERCENT- --THEOR. ACTUAL PERCENT-
WINDING DEV. DEV. 
P-Y BP 3 0.4905 0.4852 -1.0724 0.7465 0.7364 -1.3476 
P-Y BY 3 C.4905 0.4853 -1.0546 0.7465 0.7366 -1.3187 
P-Y CP 3 0.4905 0.4836 -1.3901 0.7465 0.7341 -1.6498 
P-Y CY 3 C.4905 0.4843 -1.2579 0.7465 0.7361 -1.3895 
P-Y BP 4 C.4905 0.4852 -1.0775 0.7465 0.7370 -1.2680 
P-Y BY 4 C.49C5 0.4853 -1.0597 0.7465 0.7367 -1.3059 
P-Y CP 4 C.49C5 0.4838 -1.3596 0.7465 0.7348 -1.5614 
P-Y CY 4 C.4905 0.4846 -1.1868 0.7465 0.7359 -1.4074 
P-Y BP 5 C.4905 0.4851 -1.0826 0.5745 0.5681 -1.1049 
P-Y BY 5 C.4905 0.4852 -1.0724 0.5745 0.5670 -1.3016 
P-Y CP 5 C.4905 0.4837 -1.3698 0.5745 0.5655 -1.5546 
P-Y CY 5 0.49C5 0.4844 -1.2376 0.5745 0.5671 -1.2793 
NOTE: allowable static gain deviation is ±2% 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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-3 0 O *Approximate dc resistance of 
Servo ,Amplitfier windingI 
r l~~ 
ffIli II0 R Q E CY(l. •i i. 0 
AS-206 SlVB FCCVERIF T:718.9- SEC P/YT=D.O00 SEND W/SL W1 CSP
 
I O.189000E 02 AD 0.49050G DO Al 0.7465DOE 00 G2 0.0 
Ci 0.0 C2 0,750890E 00 K3 0.75921DE 01 K4 Q.759z10E 01 
KS - 0.484340E-03 K7 D. Ka 0.69001DE 01 FLCG 0.820590E 01 
FH 0.133790E 06 FIO 0,1110002 08 sIG 0.121980E 04 THE 0.21285DE 04 
FA 0o1Oo00E 10 ZETA D.1D000E 01 FRY 0.200000E 02 2RGY 0.7000002 DO 





0.I1OOOE gl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0D 
0.0 0.0 0.0 IT0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHIF DENOMINATOR 
0.100DOE DI 0.14754E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHIDF NUMERATOR
 
0.10000E 01 0.12842E-01 0.48838E-02-0,56779E-05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0.10000e 01 0.1S33E 00 0.17536E-01 0.94195E-03 0.10682E-05 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GDDF NUMERATOR
 
0.10000e 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GDDF DENOMINATOR
 
0.10000C 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0.10000E al 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.D 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
W$$(BS) DENOMINATOR
 
0.100002 01 0.108152 00 0.547825-02 0.18779E-03 0.73902E-06 0.11671E-08 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WSS(AS' NUMERATOR 
0.1000G0 al 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
W$S(AS) DENOMINATOR
 
'0.19000 01 0.75576E-01 0.25899E-02 0.46883E-04 0 31980E-06 0.88650E-09 0.10417.-11
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
OI ALPAGE IS 
FCC SIN ojo4- OF POOR QUALITY T = 18. 9 ­ sec. P-Y 
STAGE S-lVB VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
CHAN 3-R. C-Y 
AZIS PIrcil, YAW 
S.P.# 3 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-Z0, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-71 




RODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FBN 2.177E 00 6.072DE 10 9.8020E 00 1.3646E 61 1.4191E 11 1.6068E 11 
ZN 1.8362E 03 l.i129E 04 8.0546E 03 1.3220E 04 3,4932E 04 3.1078E 04 
2B 5.00OE-03 5.OOOOE-05 5.0OOE-03 5.0OOOE-03 5.COODE-03 5.000OE-0! 
YB 5.5760-E0Z -Z.5Z35E-UI -Z.ZZ6OE-01 -Z.6S5DE-0I -3.643DE-OZ 7.8350E-03 
YPs 9.917E-03 -5.1340E-02 -4.3340E-02 -4.816DE-02 -7.053DE-03 1.5520E-03 
YPP 9.D59E-03 -2.761DE-02 2.824DE-03 4.5070E-02 -1.136DE-02 2.6760E-02 
YA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 
YPRG 8.6470E-03 -3.9290E-03 5.4210E-02 1 440E-01 1.01OE-01 -2.7560E DO 
MODE 7 8 9 10 It 12 
FBN 1.6221E 01 1.7131E 11 1.8358E 11 1.9076E 01 1.9193E 11 2.0024E 11 
ZN 4.7102E 03 4.4279E 04 1.9996E 04 2.3641E 03 1.2667E 03 6.4793E 04 
ZB 5.0001E-03 5.00001-03 5.0000E-03 5.0000E-03 5.000DE-03 5.000DE-03 
YB -4.0460E-02 -7.673DE-03 2.64101-02 4.0740E-OZ -8.1420E-03 -6.49B0E-D2 
YPB -6.4420E-03 -1.2870E-03 3.303DE-03 4.4271E-03 -8.7220E-04 -5.4620E-03 
YPP -1.8730E-02 -3.9900E-02 -2.8540E-02 1.3210E-02 9.120DE-03 -4.9830E-03 
YA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPRG -1.9050E-01 2.6150E D -6.3940E-01 7.74801-02 6.7110E-02 2.051D0 00 
NODE - 13 14 15 16 17 18 
FBN 2.0762E 01 2.1616E It 2.2212E 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Zm 3.5103E 03 2.1985E 03 1.58941 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 5.O00E-03 5.0000E-03 5.00001-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YB 1.2310E-01 5.764DE-02 9.6740E-03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YP5 7.3660E-03 2.0730E-03 -3.0170E-04 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPP 3.1040E-02 -1.2620E-05 -9.6290E-D2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YA 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPRC 8.1020E-01 2.429D0-01 -5.1860E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SLOSHING DATA
 
MODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 
FF5 3.29831-ol 4.6499E-01 7.1989E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2$ 5.40D0-05 2.8300E-02 2.8300E-02 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FH5 3.5650E 03 1.9975E 04 1.8390E 03 0.0 0.0 0.0 
X8S -2.9409E-01 5.4149E 00 5.3849E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FCC/SIN004-" 
 T =18.9 - Sec. P-Y 
STAES-IVB 
 VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
AXIS -p-c, YAW 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-Z 10, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-72 
- .l00 ° 270 ,90* 2800 A 
A-208 SISV FCCVERIF T:18.9- SEC 


















10 2600 1400 
200 
S.. 350 ° 
170C 	 350* 
20 20 ° 
1110.3400 
•210' 	 300 
150 0 530 0 
220* 40* 
140 520 ° 
OOIV 230 50 
O 1300 310 
2400 600 
1200 300* 
25001 0 200 0 ° 270* 90* 2800 8 0 0 290° 0 
= 18. 9 - Sec. P *-Y STAGE SIT 
TG S-IVB 	 -LTOCHAN B-P' 	 OPE-N AT ACTUATOR
 
-AI /7C 	 ARDWARE , .NOMINAL CASE 
s. 	P.# 3 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-21 0 S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATAoRIGIAL pAE18 
OF p()R UALM3-73 
° 
- 01000 270090 2800 o 
AS-206 SIVB FCCVERIF T=18.9-
 SEC Pit 00
 
TZ.000 BEND WSL W/ CSP ­ 70 °
 






































I126001000O 270* 90 280*8 0 ° 0= 
FCC SI lI1T 
= 18. 9 - Sec. P-Y 
STAGE S-V" 
 U17 IOPEN'AT ACTUATORCHAND-)-RE NOMINAL CASE 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE
 
SA-21 0 S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA
 
OR IGINAL PAGE IS 
 3-74OF P00OR QUJALITY 
AS-206 SIVB FCCVERIF T=20.- SEC P/YT=22o.o BEND W/SL W/ CSP
 
T 0.Z00ODE 03 AD 0.490500E O0 Al 0.746500E o0 o2 0.0 
Cl 0.0 C2 0.117860E 01 K3 0.120760E 02 K4 O.120?TOE 02 
K5 0.281740E-03 K7 0.0 98 0.673710E 01 FLCG 0.836890E 01 
FM 0.848250E 05 FFO1 0.727310E 0? SIG 0.121980E 04 THE 0.212050E 04 
FA 0.IOOfOOE ID ZETA 0.1000O0E 01 FRGY 0.200000C 02 ZRGY 0.70000DE 00 





0.100DE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0 
PHF DENOMINATOR
 
0.10000E 01 0.14754E 00 0.0 0.0 o.0 OD 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHIDF NUMERATOR
 
0.10000E 01 0.4986$E-03 0.57817E-03-O.67210E-06 0.0 D.0 0.0
 




0.10000E 01 0.C5899E-01 0.57290E-02 0.16791E-03 0.18702E-06 0.0 0.0
 




0.10000E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0
 




0.100DOE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
W$$(BS) NUMERATOR
 
0.1000 E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WSS(SS) DENOMINATOR
 
0.IODOOE 01 0.10815E 00 0.54782E-02 0.18779E-03 0.73902E-06 0.11671E-08 0.0
 
0.0 O.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WSS(AS) NUMERATOR
 
0.10000E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WSSIAS) DENOMINATOR
 
0.IOOODE 01 0.75576E-01 0.25899E-02 0.46883E-04 0.19SSE-06 0.80650E-09 0.10417E-11
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FCC S/N 0104-r T = 200 - Se. P-YSTAGE S-IVB 
-Sc .. 
STAGE S_-IV_ VEHICLE PARAMETERS 
CHAN C-P,-4-Y E 
AXIS -Prrdl, YAW 
S.P.# 4 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-2I0, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-75 




HODE 1 2 3 4 5 6
 
FBN ?.D31E 10 1.410E it 1.4488E 01 1.o6067E 01 1.6346E 11 1.7131E 11 
ZH 6.4275E 03 2.5457E 04 2.1625E 04 2.8265E 04 4.0I18E 05 4.115-E 04 
ZB 5.0000E-03 5'0000E-03 5.ODDDE-05 5.000VE-0 5.U0D0 E-05 5.DDD0E-03 
YB 2.2690E-01 2.4860E-01 -4.5250E-01 1.497CE-02 -7.iZOE-02 -1.445UE-02 
IPa 4.9840E-02 5°166oE-o2 -9.6030GE02 5.4350E-03 -1.5390E-02 -3.261GE-03 
YPP 2.854E-02 -3.3610E-OZ 3.977BE-02 2.0480E-02 -1.4470E-02 -3.79E-02 
VA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPRG -z.zO5Ou-O3 -1.1530E-1 5.899DE-DI -Z.565E DO -5.,17DE-D2 Z.531OE 00 
MODE 7 
 a 9 10 11 12 
FON 1.8365E 01 1.9159E IT 1.9226E 01 2.0030E 11 2.2093E 01 2.I81GE Il 
Z 2.7245E 04 9.7499E 03 9.6255E D3 4.6567E 04 5.8125E 03 1.0417E 03 
ZB 5.O00IE-05 5.DDDE-D3 5.00DE-03 5.000CE-03 5.O00OE-03 5.000D0-03 
YB 3.163IE-02 1.2690E-02 -6.41SOE-02 -3.6140E-2 1.0340E-01 3.4840E-02 
YPB 6.56SiE-03 2.5840E-03 -i.2940E-02 -S.SISDE-03 1.7140E-02 5.6530E-03
 
yPP -3.5550E-D 1.1130E-02 5.77DOE-03 -3.018E-04 4.074E-02 1.248DE-02
 
YA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPRG -8.OS3OE-01 3.854DE-0Z 2.040DE-01 1.9340E 00 7.0470E-01 Z.858DE01 
MODE 153 14 15 16 17 i8
 
FBN 2.2171E 11 2.4037E 11 2.4730E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
ZN 1.5111E 03 4.1865E 1.9194E 04 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
zB 5.ODE-D-5 5.DDDE-03 5.OOOE-D5 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
YB 3.1090E-03 -9.6040E-D2 -3.079DE-Oi 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
YPB -1.3140E-D4 -1,2220E-0Z -3.5120E-D2 0.0 0.1 0.0
 
YPF -9.3550E-02 4.685E-01 I.BDBOE-01 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
YA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YpRG -5.?570E-01 3.400DE-Di -1.55DE DO 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SLOSHING DATA
 
MODE 1 2 3 4 - 5 6
 
FFS 4.0632E-01 3.5156E-01 7.0841E-01 0o 0.0 0.0
 
7$ 5.400DE-05 9.50O0E-05 9.SDODE-05 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
FRS 3.5140E 03 3.4350E 04 4.950DE 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
xBS 2.1589E 00 6.1659E 00 4.6329E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FCC SIN 0104-1 







NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-210, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-76
 
£3-tOG sivE FCCVERTF 1=200.--EC 

















20)' 1000 002400 200 
170' o 
900 o 
150* 3 0 -
19CC SIN004 





TAGEk S-V140 ° 0207 ec - 3400=ZO 




-NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-ZI0, -IV4STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 




AS-o6 3IVB FCCYERIF r=2OO.-.SEC 




















































































1200 ° 3000 
° 
250 --- --- 290. 0
°
25 00O2600 1000 2700 900 2800 8 0
tO.,-I T = 200 - Sec. P-Y 
0 6O E T A T A O 
xi-y HARDWARE NOMINAL CASE 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-21O, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-78 
AS-206 SIVB FCCVERIF T=300.0 SEC PIYT=44Z.5 BEO40 W/SL W/ CSP 
T 0.500000E 03 AO 0.49050DE 00 At p.574500E DO G2 0.0
 
Cl 0.0 C2 0.157120E 01 K3 0.17008 E 62 K4 0.170080E 02
 
K5 D.202440E-03 K7 0.0 K8 0.499230E 01 FLOG D.101140E 02
 
FM 0O601180E 05 FHO! 0.658140E 07 016 0.121980E 04 THE 0.21295GE 04 
FA 0 OO00E 10 ZETA 0.1DOOoE 01 FRSY 0.2000O0E 02 ZROY .70OOOOE 00 





0.IDOOOE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHIF DENOMINATOR
 
0.IOOOOE 01 0.14754E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . .0 0.0 
PHIOF NUMERATOR
 
D.IOOOE 01 D.49860E-03 f.5787-03-0.672lE-06 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
D.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
PHIDF DENOMINATOR
 
D.IOOODE 01 0.96163E-01 0 5777SE-02 0.17033E-03 0.18976E-06 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GOOF NUMERATOR
 
O.IGOOOE 01 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
GOOF DENOMINATOR
 
O.IDOE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 D0.
 
0.0 0.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
WSS(BS) NUMERATOR
 
D.1000DE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




0 1OODE 01 0 1O815E 00 0.5470ZE-02 0.1779E-03 0 73902E-06 0.11671E-08 0.0
 
0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
WSS{AS) NUMERATOR
 
0 1000DE 01 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 
WSS(AS) DENOMINATOR 
0.1000DE 01 0.I5?76E-01 0.25899E-02 0.46883E-04 0.II98E-06 0.8865E-09 0.10417E-11 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FCC SIN 0104-1F op PA jjv T =STAGE S-POOR 300 Sec. P-YVEHICLE PARAMETERS 
CHAN r.-Y 
SAXIS YPW
s.P. # 5 
NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-Z10, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-79 
A$-206 SIVB FCCVERIF 7=300.0 SEC P/YT-442.5 BEND W/SL W/ CSP 
BENDING DATA
 
6NODE 1 2 3 4 5 
FSN ?.GTOE 00 1.4171E It 1.57S6E 01 I.uO69E 11 1.6807E 01 J.?135E 01 
ZN 6.173DE 03 3.3667E 04 1.7417E 04 2.5114E 04 3.3569E 03 2.6489E 04 
ZB 5.0OO0E-03 5.OODOE-03 5.0000E-03 5.0DOE-03 5.OOOOE-03 5.0OGjE-03 
YB 5.2GSOE-01 1.346DE-01 6.O9SSE-01 4.5840E-02 -3.024DE-01 -1.1190E-01 
YPB 6.1310E-02 1.4540E-02 8.4320E-02 7.0230E-03 -4.603DE-02 -1.7730E-02 
YPP 4.5150E-02 -1.2270E-02 -3.2590E-02 tS54DE-02 -9.258DE-03 -3.316DE-92 
YA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPRG 1.737DE-02 5.4640E-02 -2.8180E-01 -2.541DE 00 9.51DOE-02 2.o6OE 00 
MODE 7 8 9 10 11 , 12 
FBN 1.8373E 11 1.O172E 1t 1.9330E 01 2.0035E 11 2.1377E 11 2.2147E 01 
Z" 4.5255E 04 9.2641E 02 2.7804E 05 3.2824E 04 i.0133E 05 2.7227E 04 
20 5.00DOE-03 5.OOJOE-03 5.ODOE-03 5.OOOOE-05 5.0DOOE-03 5.ODDE-03 
YB 1.OSOOE-01 9.OOOE-03 -7.9160E-01 -5.0640E-02 5.1060E-1 1.9820E-01 
YPB 1.77ODE-02 1.6760E-03 -1.416E-01 -9.392DE-03 8.55DE-02 4.0i3OE-02 
YPP "-4.4730E-02 1.0820E-02 -4.1180E-D 1.311OE-05 1.7490E-01 4.073DE-01 
YA 0.D 0.D 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
YPRG -1.1240E 00 4.556D-02 1.855DE 00 1.7450E P0 1.046E 00 2.6670E 00 
MODE 13 14 15 16 17 - i8
 
FON 2.2228E 11 2.460E 11 2.5040E 11 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
2X 5.4201E 02 3.2848E 04 Z.?0Z1E 03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
z 5.00ODE-03 5 O000E-03 5.OQOOE-03 0.0 D.0 0.0
 
YB 5.0IOE-02 -6.0110E-02 3.6350E-03 0.0 0.0 OD
 
YPB 8.5950E-03 -1.1720E-02 -3.340DE-03 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
YPP -1.4220E-02 3.7480E-01 1.495DE-02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
YA 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 




NODE 1 2 3 4 5 6
 
FF5 4.5639E-01 4.052IE-01 8.63?3E-01 0.0 0.0 .0.0
 
zS 8.7000E-05 1.170E-04 1.170DE-04 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
FNS 3.DIOoE 03 2.1400E 04 1.5500E 02 0.0 0.0 0.0
 
XBS 4.7537E 00 8.1247E 00 6.1657E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
 










NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
SA-210, S-IVB STAGE, PITCH AXIS DATA 
3-80 
100o 270C 900 2800 
- *IV* F,VEIF T O#.0 AEC P1o. 
. 
iI 7 9 2 
A300 310 







NYQUIST FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
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Table 4 outlines the results of the tests performed on FCC S/N 0104-I . The 
table serves as a ready guide to the following pertinent areas-
IH Location of the specific test results. 
* Statement as to whether IBM considers the FCC acceptable or unacceptable 
for flight. 
* Reference to the location of further analysis on a given test. 
Test Performed Results Acceptable Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Spatial Amplifier Deadband 4-4 Yes All amplifier deadbands, modulated zones, and full-,
and Polarity 
- IU and S/C on characteristics were within requirements of
 
Control 
 linearity scaling, and signal mixing. The space­
craft 0 channel gains and, limiters are correctly 
implemented. 
TABLE- 4.'- ".. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC S/N 01,04-I,. S-IVB STAGE,,'APS 
Test Performed Results Acceptable 	 Analysis and Comments 
(Page No.) 
Spatial Amplifier Operational 4-20 Yes The spatial amplifiers exhibit acceptable on-times,
 
Characteristics pulse widths, and pulse frequencies when operating
 
within the modulated firing zones. All engines
 
* On-Time 	 fired continuously when-input signals were applied 
* Pulse Width 	 above the modulated- zones. All threshold and full­
* Pulse Frequency on values were within the L5% tolerance. Worst case 
'e Threshold and Full-On deviations were: 
a 'threshold - +1.875% in the IIVR spare spatial 
amplifier 




* 	 q'threshold - +2.444% in the IIIp prime spatial 
amplifier 
* $full-on - +1.875% in the IIIp prime spatial 
amplifier 
Spatial amplifier threshold and full-on gain changes
 
of 1013.75 in pitch and yaw and 20/3.75 in roll were
 
observed when switching from IU to S/C control.
 
Channel Time Delay to 4-57 Yes All 0 channel delays were within the 40 to 70 milli-
Command ,APS second range, and all channel delays were within 
the 240 to 270 millisecond range. 
18 Hz Attitude Rate Spatial 4-58 Yes Only minor deviations were seen at all frequencies;
 
Filter Frequency Response all noise signals > 18 Hz will be attenuated by
 
40 dh in the APS system.
 
TABLE 4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF FCC S/N 0104-1, S-IVB STAGE APS
 
4.2 RESULTS 
4.2.1 	 The results of the S-IVB Stage study are presented on the following 
pages. To assist in the interpretation of the results, the following vehicle 
orientation is used. 
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S-IVB STAGE COAST MODE
 
SPATIAL AMPLIFIER THRESHOLD AND FULL-ON FOR IU AND S/C CONTROL
 
(SUMMARY OF OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA) 
INPUT OPERATION Theo. 
SPATIAL Threshold (volts) Full-On (volts) Gain 
IU S/C Gain IU S/C Gain ChangeAMPLIFIER Control Control Change Control Control Change 
I Prime 0.797 0.310 2.571 1.275 0.496 2.570 
IIIii y Prime 0.802 0.309 2.595 1.272 0.493 2.580 0 0 
R Prime 0.804 0.148 5.432 1.270 0.242 5.248 t n 
0.315 2.552 1.276 0.503 2.532 % ciIlip Spare 0.800 LN 
III Spare 0.806 0o314 2.567 1.284 0.503 2.553 1i MIV Y 






III p Prime 0.922 1.467 
IiV Y Prime 0.906 1.440 
IIIiv R Prime 0.897 1.434 
I Spare 0.897 N/A 1.436 N/A 
Iii Y Spare 0.920 1.460 
III iiRSpare 0.913 1.445 
TEST REQUIRENENTS 
* ipChannel Threshold 0. 800 volts (±5%), 0.300 volts (±5%) with S/C Control
 
a ' Channel Full-on = 1.280 volts (±5%), 0.480 volts (±5%) with S/C Control
 
o t Channel Threshold = 0.900 volts (±5%)
 




CHANNEL TIME DELAY WHEN IN THE S-IVB COAST MODE
 
Output Delay in MS. 
Engine +I. OV. 4Ip 54.0 
Hitp 
for input step of: 
-I. OV. +I. o 
256 
-1. OV. 
53.2 > 247 
II y 4 46.6725407e l 
IVy20 7m de25l 53.2 
IIIIY 
IIIIV Y 50.1 50.9 255i257 
IlV R 54.8 264 
IIllR 55.9 253 
I p 49.0 252 
llp 47.7 256 
1IYIIVY : 4q.5< :> <48. 248 2 55 
SPARE IIY 49.4 > - 245 
IIv Y 49.1 255 






9• Channel = 40 to 70 msec delay 
•oChannel = 240 to 270 mnsec delay 
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-- SWITCRPOINT UTILIZATION 
I A. TEST PURPOSE 
This test verifies that the proper attitude error and attitude rate
 
channel control gains are activated at the properswitch point. In addition,
 






* This test is applicable to both stages, therefore, it is presented in the
 
*- Appendix. All Ao channel outputs were obtained by applying 1 degree to the ?P
 
input channels; similarly..all A1 channel outputs resulted from the application
Iof 1 degree/second to the * input channels.
 
The control gain switching results are presented on page A-2. An analysis 
of these results can be summarized as follows: 
" Control gain switching and vehicle staging were achieved as commanded.
 
The static gain magnitudes are correct within allowable tolerances.
5 . 
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3 4pendix E 






















This test verifies that the FCC honors the spacecraft attitude error
 





This test is applicable to both stages; therefore it is presented in 
the appendix. All Ao channel outputs were obtained by applying 1 degree toU the * input channels. 
The * channel gains resulting from energizing the S/C control relays
 




3 The FCC honors the spacecraft pitch and yaw attitude error inputs
 in the S-IB and S-IVB modes.
 
3 * The pitch and yaw attitude error channels have the correct increase in Ao channel gain (10/3.75) for S/C control. 
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Appendix C 






SERVO AMPLIFIER NOISE WITH 28-VOLT POWER SUPPLY VARIATION
 
C.1 TEST PURPOSE 
Since the 28-volt power supply varies throughout flight, there is
 
concern for servo amplifier noise characteristics under these conditions.
 
In particular, spurious oscillations can occur at a servo amplifier at
 




As a matter of convenience, this test data is presented in an appendix
 






SERVO AMPLIFIER NOISE AS POWER SUPPLY
 




Servo Maximum Noise Characteristics Setting/Range
Stage SP 

S-IB 0 	 1p 28 mvp-p (Random) 31.900 vdc 
Prime 	 2P 12 mvp-p (Random) 24-32 vdc 
Inverter, 	 3P 14 mvp-p (Random) 31.900 vdc
 
C.A.T. @ 	 4P 24 mvp-p (Random) 31.900 vdc 
0 	 Seconds 1Y 38 mvp-p (0.7 Hz) 24.100 vdc
 
2Y 26 mvp-p (0.7 Hz) 24.100 vdc
 
3Y 19 mvp-p (0.7 Hz) 24.100 vdc
 
4Y 36 mvp-p (0.7 Hz) 24.100 vdc
 
S-IB 0 1P 34 mvp-p (Random) 24.550 vdc
 
Prime 2P 14 mvp-p (Random) 24.550 vdc
 
Inverter, 3P 16 mvp-p (Random) 24.550 vdc
 
C.A.T. @ 	 4P 28 mvp-p (Random) 24.550 vdc 
70 	 Seconds lY 42 mvp-p (Random) 24.050 vdc
 
2Y 28 mvp-p (Random) 24.050 vdc
 
3Y 21 mvp-p (Random) 	 24.050 vdc
 
4Y 42 mvp-p (Random) 	 24.050 vdc
 
S-IB 0 	 1P 24 mvp-p (Random) 24.130 vdc 
Spare 	 2P 9 mvp-p (0.35 Hz) 29.250 vdc
 
Inverter, 	 3P 12 mvp-p (Random) 24.130 vdc 
C.A.T. @ 4P 19 mvp-p (Random) 24.130 vdc
 
0 Seconds lY 54 mvp-p (Random with Spikes) 24.000 vdc
 
2Y 30 mvp-p (Random with Spikes) 24.000 vdc 
3Y 25 mvp-p (Random with Spikes) 24.000 vdc 
4Y 52 mvp-p (Random with Spikes) 24.000 vdc 
S-IB 0 1P 40 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 
Spare 2P 13 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 
Inverter, 3P 19 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 
C.A.T. @ 	 4P 30 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc 
70 	 Seconds lY 58 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 
2Y 29 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 
3Y 27 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 
4Y 54 mvp-p (Random with 2.8 Hz Spikes) 24.200 vdc
 




a S-IB < 60 my p-p at <_ 30 Hz. average per axis. 
* S-IB < 100mv p-p at < 30 Hz. any servo. 
* S-IVBc_ 5 mv p-p at _730 Hz. any servo. 




SERVO AMPLIFIER NOISE AS POWER SUPPLY 










Maximum Noise Characteristics 
I___ ____________________ 









* S-IB -<60 mv p-p at S 30 Hz. average per axis. 
* S-IB < 100mv p-p at C 30 Hz. any servo. 
* S-IVB< 5 my p-p at :S 30 Hz. any servo. 
(2) All peripheral sensors powered off. 
C-3
 
SERVO AMPLIFIER NOISE AS POWER SUPPLY 














Maximum Noise Characteristics 
I____________________ 
24 mvp-p (0.9 Hz) 
13 mvp-p (0.9 Hz) 
10 mvp-p (0.9 Hz) 
















28 mvp-p (0.8 Hz) 
17 mvp-p (0.8 Hz) 
14 mvp-p (0.8 Hz) 














24 mvp-p (0.4 Hz) 
13 mvp-p (0.4 Hz) 
11 mvp-p (0.4 Hz) 














22 mvp-p (0.3 Hz) 
18 mvp-p (0.3 Hz) 
15 mvp-p (0.3 Hz) 









* S-IB < 60 mv p-p at < 30 Hz. average per axis. 
* S-IB < 100my p-p at < 30 Hz. any servo.
 
-
* S-IVB< 5 my p-p at 7 30 Hz. any servo.
 











SERVO AMPLIFIER NULL AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
 
D.1 TEST PURPOSE 
This test verifies that the servo amplifier null and noise characteris­
tics with input signals absent are acceptable. 
D.2 TEST RESULTS 
Servo amplifier null and noise values for the S-IB and S-IVB stages are 
tabulated in the body of this report. The actual null and noise traces are 
included in this appendix to provide a graphical representation of the S-IB and 
S-IVB servo amplifier null and noise characteristics. Null and noise charac­
teristics with FCC power on for 30 minutes and with power on for 210 minutes are 
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SIMh LAB RG/CSP AND ACCELEROMETER FREQUENCY RESPONSES 
E.l TEST PURPOSE 
The signal sources, or sensors, for the FCC attitude rate and lateral 
acceleration channels are the Rate Gyro/Control Signal Processor (RG/CSP) 
subsystem and the Control Accelerometers, respectively. Frequency responses 
of these sensors can be of value in evaluating the open loop frequency responses 
of the FCC attitude rate and lateral acceleration channels. The RG/CSP fre­
quency responses are also useful in analyzing the closed loop Nyquist responses. 
E.2 TEST RESULTS 
The RG/CSP subsystem and Control Accelerometer frequency response 
data, plotted on theoretical curves for comparative purposes, is presented
 
on pages E-2 to E-29. Since the sensors are external to the FCC, this data 
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